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Foreword by Jon Zens 
 

It has been such an encouragement to my heart in 
the past fifteen years to see one book after another 
critique the status quo, challenge assumed traditions, 
and present a fresh vision for a functioning Body of Christ 
on earth.  The Bride of Christ is such a beautiful and 
multifaceted organism that the nuances and insights that 
each author brings to the table can never exhaust the 
riches Christ has deposited in his Ekklesia on earth.   

This book is another wonderful, refreshing addition 
to the collection of writings in our generation that will help 
believers practice Christ-centered assembly life. 

The institutional model of “church” is etched so 
deeply in the fabric of our beings that we have forgotten 
that Christ’s glorious Ekklesia is a “Bride” – a living 
organism.  Wouldn’t you be miffed if someone referred to 
your wife as an “institution”?  To connect “institution” with 
a beautiful woman is totally inappropriate.   

This Is My Body does a superb job of confirming 
from various angles that the traditional institutional ways 
of doing “church” have little, and often nothing to do with 
the organic dynamics displayed in the New Testament. 

At the end of the bureaucratic tunnel we call 
“church,” Keith notes that “in our churches today, we 
have relied too heavily on ourselves, our own leaders, 
and our own ideas of doing church.  I believe that every 
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Christian . . . must ask themselves this question: ‘Are we 
truly relying on God for our health and existence or are 
we relying on other people or things?’”   

This Is My Body provides solid evidence that the 
Ekklesia that Jesus has been building is really radically 
different from what people call “church.” This book sets 
forth contours from the New Testament of a better way to 
live out the life of Jesus together. 

May the Lord honor the voices in our generation 
that are calling believers to practice a Christ-centered, 
Spirit-led expression of organic Ekklesia! 
 

Jon Zens 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Jon Zens, (D. Min.), is the Editor of Searching Together; 
author of A Church Building Every ½ Mile: What Makes 
American Christianity Tick? and Building up the Body: One 
Man or One Another? 
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"Properly speaking, New Testament Christianity knows 
nothing of the word ‘sacrament,’ which belongs essentially to the 
heathen world of the Graeco-Roman empire and which unfortunately 
some of the Reformers unthinkingly took over from ekklesiastical 
tradition. For this word, and still more the overtones which it conveys, 
is the starting point for those disastrous developments which began 
soon to transform the community of Jesus into the Church which is 
first and foremost a sacramental Church"  
 

- Emil Brunner, The Misunderstanding of Church, 
Lutterworth, 1952, pp. 72-73 
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Introduction 
 
 
 

I know that many who read this will find it hard to 
believe, but my inspiration for writing this book is founded 
in my love for the Church. Because of this love I cannot 
sit by silently and watch her wallow in her own 
complacency and ignorance. I cannot allow her to settle 
for less than all that her loving Creator has intended for 
her to experience. I cannot allow her to feast on the food 
she has scavenged from the spiritual dumpster when I 
can plainly see the table spread before her, filled with 
homemade delicacies freshly prepared and placed there 
for her sustenance. 

The Church in the West is desperately in need of a 
revival. She has languished for so long in the seat of 
comfort and complacency that there is a desperate need 
for her to be awakened, and refreshed, and renewed 
from within. She has forsaken her calling. She has 
forgotten her name. She has been seduced by the shiny 
things of this fallen world and, worst of all, she has been 
distracted to the point of forgetting her One true love. 

In some ways this is a prophetic book. Not in the 
sense that those who read it may learn the future, but 
rather in the sense that, by reading it, one might 
remember the past and return to the original path laid out 
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centuries before by God Himself. At least, this is my 
dearest hope and prayer. 

In the Old Testament, God raised up prophets to 
remind the Nation of Israel who they were, and by what 
means they had been saved from slavery and gathered 
as a people. In the New Testament, Jesus came and 
fulfilled the Messianic prophecy. He proclaimed the 
coming of the Kingdom of God and lived a life that 
demonstrated what citizens of the Kingdom should be 
like. Today, I feel that we are desperate once again for a 
prophetic word to shake us from our stupor and awaken 
us from our slumber. Until those prophets appear, I hope 
that this book may help us remember some of what 
we’ve forgotten about who we are called to be. 

One of my favorite quotes is from A.W. Tozer who 
said, “We must not think of the Church as an anonymous 
body, a mystical religious abstraction. We Christians are 
the Church and whatever we do is what the Church is 
doing. The matter, therefore, is a personal one. Any step 
forward in the Church must begin with the individual.”1 

This means that, at the most fundamental level, 
you and I are the Church. There is no way for us to talk 
about the Church without essentially speaking about 
ourselves, the followers of Jesus. Because of this, I 
understand that any criticisms directed at the Church 
may be painful to hear, however we must allow ourselves 
to consider the truth, even if it hurts.  

I pray that all of those who read this book may 
extend to me an extra measure of grace as we navigate 
these sensitive family issues. Please understand that I 
am very much in love with Jesus. I am also very much 
concerned about the well-being of the Church we are all 
a part of. I do not hate the Church. I do not harbor any 
grudges against any pastor. I do not have any anger in 
my heart towards the Body and Bride of Christ. Indeed, it 
is truly out of my passionate love for the Bride that I take 
the time and energy to hold this mirror to her beautiful 
face – The face that Jesus loved enough to die for – and 
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to help her cover the bruises, heal the wounds and make 
herself ready for the Groom who is even now at the door. 

If after reading this book you have any questions 
or desire further interaction with me on a specific topic or 
subject, I am happy to correspond with you and to 
engage with you in this important dialog concerning the 
Bride of Christ and God’s design for His Church. 

Thank you for taking the time to read this book. I 
hope and pray that God may use these ideas and 
thoughts to prepare us all to be the Church that God 
always dreamed of. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Keith A. Giles 
Orange, California 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1 A.W. Tozer, The Knowledge of the Holy, 1978, p. 79 
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Ekklesia as God Intended 
 
 
 

Whenever we engage in dialog about the New 
Testament form of church it is inevitable that someone 
will suggest that there is no New Testament model for 
what the church is supposed to look like. I want to affirm 
to you that nothing could be further from the truth. 

My very purpose for writing this book is to make 
clear that God most certainly does have a specific design 
for His New Testament Church. Furthermore, I believe 
that it is essential for us, as followers of Christ, to do our 
best to understand this design. Why? Because the 
design is not arbitrary or accidental in nature. God’s 
design for His Church is embedded in the very fabric and 
spiritual DNA of the Gospel itself. 

At face value, I think we should acknowledge that 
the very idea that God has no strong opinion about how 
His Church should operate or function is contrary to His 
character. 

Did God remain aloof when it came to the design 
of the Tabernacle? Was He indifferent to how the Temple 
was to be constructed? On the contrary, God was 
meticulous and specific concerning his design for both 
the Tabernacle and the Temple under the Old Covenant. 
Why, then, should we assume that He suddenly has no 
intention or design for His New Testament Church? 
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Furthermore, we must agree that it would be more 
than a little odd for God to take the time to inspire the 
entire New Testament – which chronicles the birth and 
formation of the Church – and not also reveal to us 
anything about what that Church should look like, or how 
it should function, or what form it should take. 

What I am speaking of here are not merely my 
opinions. These are clearly revealed facts documented in 
both the Old and New Testaments, under the inspiration 
of the Holy Spirit, concerning God’s ultimate plan for His 
people – the Body of Christ.   

My hope is that everyone who claims to follow 
Christ would take seriously these very specific and 
clearly communicated designs that God Himself has 
revealed to us by His Spirit and in His Word.  

More than this, my prayer is that we would not 
only see what God has to say about His design for His 
Church, but that we would also be willing to explore all 
that He has for us to experience in this new pattern. 
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God’s New Temple 
 
 

To understand God’s design for His New 
Testament Church, we have to look at the Old 
Testament. Specifically, we must look for prophecies 
given by God about a new temple, and we must try to 
understand what He was trying to accomplish in raising it 
up. 

One of the most startling prophecies concerning 
the Messiah and his role in establishing this new temple 
is found in Zechariah.  
 

“Listen, O high priest Joshua and your associates 
seated before you, who are men symbolic of 
things to come: I am going to bring my servant, the 
Branch.” (Zechariah 3:8) 

 
In this passage, God speaks to the high priest of 

Israel at this time whose name was translated “Joshua.” 
Of course, we know that this name is synonymous with 
“Y’shua” or “Jesus” and this is not an accident. God 
points out the significance of this to Zechariah, saying: 
 

“The word of the LORD came to me: ‘Take the 
silver and gold….and make a crown, and set it on 
the head of the high priest, Joshua son of 
Jehozadak. Tell him this is what the LORD 
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Almighty says: 'Here is the man whose name is 
the Branch, and he will branch out from his place 
and build the temple of the LORD.’” (Zechariah 
6:9-12) 

 
Several significant things can be said about this 

remarkable passage. First, God asks Zechariah to 
fashion a crown of silver and gold and place it on the 
head of “Y’shua” the high priest. By doing this, God is 
declaring that this priest is to also be crowned as a king. 

Secondly, God confirms that the Branch, or the 
Messiah, will have the name “Y’shua” or “Jesus”. Notice, 
it is his name which is the Branch.  

Remember, God has already revealed that 
“Y’shua” the high priest is a man “symbolic of things to 
come” and part of this symbolism is revealed in his name.  

Therefore, these prophecies in Zechariah teach us 
that the Messiah who is to come will be a priest and a 
king, and his name will be Jesus, and also that: 
 

“It is he who will build the temple of the Lord, 
and he will be clothed with majesty and will sit and 
rule on his throne. And he will be a priest on his 
throne. And there will be harmony between the 
two.' (Zechariah 6:13) 

 
Clearly, this scripture tells us that building the 

temple of the Lord was part of the mission of the coming 
Messiah, and that his identity as a priest and a king 
would have significance in his kingdom. 

In 2 Samuel we read where King David looked 
around his opulent cedar palace and concluded that it 
wasn't right that he should live in such splendor while 
God lived in a tent outside the city. 

 
“After the king was settled in his palace and the 
Lord had given him rest from all his enemies 
around him, he said to Nathan the prophet, ’Here I 
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am, living in a palace of cedar, while the ark of 
God remains in a tent.’ Nathan replied to the king, 
‘Whatever you have in mind, go ahead and do it, 
for the Lord is with you.’" (2 Samuel 7:1) 

 
When David tells the prophet Nathan that he 

intends to build a house for God the prophet 
enthusiastically tells David that he is certain God will be 
with him no matter what he plans to do. 

However, that very night God nudges Nathan and 
gives him a surprising response to David’s request. 

 
“Go and tell my servant David, 'This is what the 
LORD says: Are you the one to build me a house 
to dwell in? I have not dwelt in a house from the 
day I brought the Israelites up out of Egypt to this 
day. I have been moving from place to place with 
a tent as my dwelling. Wherever I have moved 
with all the Israelites, did I ever say to any of their 
rulers whom I commanded to shepherd my people 
Israel, ‘Why have you not built me a house of 
cedar?’” (2 Samuel 1:5-7) 

 
Here, God questions whether David, or anyone 

else, is capable of building a house for God to dwell in. 
As God says later through the prophet Isaiah, "Heaven is 
my throne, and the earth is my footstool. Where is the 
house you will build for me? Where will my resting place 
be?” (Isaiah 66:1) Instead, God tells David something 
startling: 

 
“The LORD declares to you that the LORD 
himself will establish a house for you. When 
your days are over and you rest with your fathers, 
I will raise up your offspring to succeed you, who 
will come from your own body, and I will establish 
his kingdom. He is the one who will build a 
house for my Name, and I will establish the 
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throne of his kingdom forever. I will be his 
father, and he will be my son." (2 Samuel 7:11-14) 

 
Not only will God not allow David to build Him a 

house, God is promising that He, the Lord Himself, would 
build a house for David. His promise is that, through the 
Messiah who would come from the Davidic bloodline, 
God would build a house for His Name and establish a 
kingdom that would last forever. 

Clearly, from this passage and from the Zechariah 
passage we see confirmation of a Messianic calling to 
build the temple of God. More than this, God is clear that 
only the Messiah is qualified to build the temple he 
requires. This temple, as revealed in both passages 
above, is tied to the identity of the Messiah as a priest 
and a king who sits upon a throne which lasts forever and 
who rules over a kingdom that never ends. 

The Old Testament scriptures not only point to a 
Messianic temple being built, but to the passing away of 
the Levitical model of worship. One of the more startling 
examples of this is found in the book of Jeremiah. 

 
"In those days, when your numbers have 
increased greatly in the land,” declares the LORD, 
“men will no longer say, ‘The ark of the covenant 
of the LORD.’ It will never enter their minds or be 
remembered; it will not be missed, nor will another 
one be made. At that time they will call Jerusalem 
‘The Throne of the LORD’, and all nations will 
gather in Jerusalem to honor the name of the 
LORD. No longer will they follow the stubbornness 
of their evil hearts." (Jeremiah 3:16-17) 

 
In this passage, God speaks of a time that is 

coming when no one will speak the name of the ark of 
the covenant, nor will it be remembered or missed or 
rebuilt. Why would this happen? How could this possibly 
be?  
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The ark of the covenant was the place where the 
Holy Presence of God rested. It rested behind the thick 
veil of the tabernacle, and, eventually, within the temple 
itself in Jerusalem. Only the high priest could enter in at 
specific times to offer the sacrifice for God’s people. No 
one else was permitted to stand before the ark of the 
covenant, and even the priest who stood near it was in 
danger of falling dead if he failed to deal with his own sin 
accordingly. 

The ark of the covenant was central to Jewish 
temple worship. It represented the presence of the Living 
God as dwelling among His people. Without it, the entire 
meaning of the temple, the priesthood and the sacrifice 
was in question. 

Yet, God tells us that the day is coming when the 
ark, and all it represents will be forgotten, and never 
remembered or spoken of again among God's people. 
Even though the ark is absent, the nations of the earth 
gather to honor the name of the Lord and to worship 
God. In fact, the city of Jerusalem itself is identified as 
the throne of the Lord, or “the place where God dwells 
and reigns.” 

One can easily imagine how confusing, and even 
troubling this passage might be to a Jewish believer who 
has placed so much faith in the established system of 
temple worship. Yet, God is clearly communicating His 
intention to replace the old testament temple system of 
worship with something radically different. In other words, 
it will not look like what has been seen or understood to 
this point. The elements and the patterns of worship in 
this new temple of God will not mimic what has gone 
before. 

In his book, “The Temple and the Church’s 
Mission”, Dr. G.K. Beale writes, concerning the Jeremiah 
passage above: 
 

"The reason the ark in the temple is not 
remembered is that a greater temple than the 
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more physical one will encompass not only all of 
Jerusalem but the entire world. This future temple 
will be so incomparably greater than the former 
that God’s people will not even ‘remember it nor 
shall they miss it’. Furthermore, a physical ark 
within a small temple will ‘not be made again’ 
because everything to which it pointed has been 
realized.” 

 
Another passage which can help us to understand 

the prophecy in Jeremiah is found in the book of Joel 
where God says, 
 

“I will pour out my Spirit on all people. Your sons 
and daughters will prophesy, your old men will 
dream dreams, your young men will see visions. 
Even on my servants, both men and women, I will 
pour out my Spirit in those days.” (Joel 2:28-29) 

 
Obviously, if God’s Spirit is poured out on all 

people, the need for a physical ark where God’s 
presence dwells is eliminated. 

Moses himself dreamt of such a day when he said,  
 
“I wish that all the LORD's people were prophets 
and that the LORD would put his Spirit on them!" 
(Numbers 11:29) 

 
In Daniel 2:44-45, King Nebuchadnezzar's dream 

about the future is interpreted for us: 
 

"In the time of those kings, the God of heaven will 
set up a kingdom that will never be destroyed, nor 
will it be left to another people. It will crush all 
those kingdoms and bring them to an end, but it 
will itself endure forever. This is the meaning of 
the vision of the rock cut out of a mountain, but not 
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by human hands—a rock that broke the iron, the 
bronze, the clay, the silver and the gold to pieces." 

 
This prophecy reveals that God's kingdom will be 

established, first as a small stone, cut from the rock, “but 
not by human hands”, and that it will grow to destroy 
every earthly kingdom and it will "never be destroyed" but 
"it will itself endure forever." 

From each of these passages we can see a 
pattern emerging. God is promising to send a Messiah. 
He will be a priest and a king. He will sit upon a throne 
which will last forever. This same king will come from the 
lineage of King David and he will be the one to build a 
temple for God. This new temple will not require an ark of 
the covenant to symbolize God’s presence among His 
people. Instead, the Spirit of God will be poured out upon 
all flesh and it will be so glorious that no one who 
experiences this will ever long to return to the old way of 
worship. The old covenant will be fulfilled, and a new 
covenant will replace it. 
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Old Testament Temple Worship 
 
 
 

Now that we’ve seen God’s promise concerning 
His plan to send a Messiah who would build a new 
temple, let’s take a moment to explore key elements of 
Jewish Temple worship. By understanding the basic 
elements of the Old Testament form of worship, we can 
better understand how the New Testament fulfillment of 
these prophecies stand in contrast to what has gone 
before. 

The basic elements of the Old Testament form of 
worship include the temple, the priesthood, and the daily 
sacrifice. 

Each of these elements is crucial to the Old 
Testament model for worship. By examining these we 
can get a better context for how the promised Messiah 
would fulfill each of them, and establish a new, and more 
complete, paradigm for worship.  

First, let’s look at the temple of God. The temple of 
God is the Holy Place. It's where the Spirit of the Living 
God dwells. Usually, in the Old Testament, God’s 
presence is connected to the ark of the covenant, as we 
have already seen. The temple is where those who are 
hungry to meet with God go to connect with Him. 
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"I was glad when they said to me, 'Let us go into 
the house of the Lord.'" (Psalm 122:1) 

 
The temple in its most simplistic form is simply the 

place where the presence of God dwells. Throughout the 
Old Testament we are given several types of temple 
forms. The first is the Garden of Eden. From the very 
beginning God reveals to us His original intention – to 
make his dwelling place with mankind. The Garden of 
Eden is a type of temple because God is seen walking 
with Adam and Eve in the cool of the day. He visits with 
them and speaks to them in an intimate manner. 

Another type of temple in the Old Testament is the 
mountain. Abraham’s testing of his faith takes place upon 
Mount Moriah. Noah offers sacrifices to God on Mount 
Ararat. God first speaks to Moses on Mount Horeb, 
“…the mountain of God” (Exodus 3:1) and later, God also 
speaks to Moses at Mount Sinai and gives the people the 
ten commandments.  At this time, the early forms of the 
tabernacle, and later the temple itself, are revealed. God 
appears in the form of a cloud at the top of the mountain. 
Only Moses is allowed to ascend the mountain and meet 
with God. The people are told not to touch the mountain 
itself or they will die, much like the later command not to 
touch the ark of the covenant. (See Exodus 19). 

The tabernacle, which literally means, “dwelling 
place” was another early form of temple. It was 
constructed according to God’s specific instructions (See 
Exodus 36) and was built to house the ark of the 
covenant. The tabernacle was an impermanent, easily 
portable construction which moved with the Jewish 
people as they wandered in the desert before entering 
the promised land. 

Finally the temple built by Solomon (1 Kings 6) is 
also a type of temple which points us to the ultimate, final 
temple which the Messiah will build for God.  

The second element of Old Testament temple 
worship is the sacrifice. This blood sacrifice of an animal 
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upon the altar in the temple was for the covering of sins 
against God and against others. (See Numbers, chapter 
15).  

Typically, a lamb without blemish would be 
brought into the temple and offered upon the altar as an 
atonement offering to God for sins. Once offered, the 
sacrifice provided a return to fellowship with God and 
access to the temple, and God’s presence. 

The final element in the Old Testament model of 
worship is the priesthood. According to the scriptures, the 
priests were set apart to God. Only a priest was allowed 
to serve in God’s temple and perform the necessary 
sacrifices. They are also the only ones who, through a 
process of purification, were deemed worthy to enter the 
"Holy of Holies" – where the ark of the covenant rested 
behind a thick veil – and approach God’s presence. 

Priests are the ones who hear God's voice and 
communicate God’s message to those who are outside 
the Temple. The priests are primarily concerned with the 
spiritual health and education of God’s people. To be a 
priest was both a great honor, and a serious 
responsibility. 

The Old Testament model of worship utilized 
these three key elements; the temple, the sacrifice, and 
the priesthood. However, as we have already seen, 
God’s promise concerning the Messiah was that He 
would build a new temple, one where the ark of the 
covenant was not central. As radical as this seems, the 
implication is that God’s presence would no longer 
remain in a single geographical location, yet His Spirit 
would fill the new temple. Therefore, the new temple 
which was to be built by the Messiah would not be 
located in a single geographic location.  

The implication would seem to be that for the 
Messiah to accomplish his calling, he would have to bring 
an end to the practices of the Old Covenant, and we 
know that the only way to bring these practices to an end 
would be to fulfill them. 
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“But the ministry Jesus has received is as superior 
to theirs as the covenant of which he is mediator is 
superior to the old one, and it is founded on better 
promises. For if there had been nothing wrong 
with that first covenant, no place would have been 
sought for another.” (Hebrews 8:6-7) 

 
Under the New Covenant, these forms are fulfilled, 

or fully realized, and they cease to become necessary. 
They are shadows which point to what has already come.  

Once these shadows are fulfilled they no longer 
serve any further purpose. Instead, the focus must shift 
to the promise fulfilled, and to the one who has fulfilled 
the promise. 
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The Light Removes the Shadow 
 

  
 

Have you ever wondered at the apparent 
difference between the way God behaved in the Old 
Testament and the way Jesus reveals Him in the 
Gospels? Perhaps you yourself have struggled with this 
apparent contradiction of character. Is there a logical 
explanation for why God seems to be so bloodthirsty and 
vengeful in the Old Testament scriptures, and yet so 
loving and gentle in the New Testament? 

Well, this debate is as old as Christianity itself. In 
fact, the very first person to point out this difference was 
Jesus himself. 

In the Gospel of Matthew, chapter 5, Jesus quotes 
the Old Covenant and then makes a new proclamation 
that demonstrates the differences between the two. 

First, he points out the differences in the Old 
Covenant command “Thou Shalt Not Kill” found in the 
Law of Moses and provides a radical new command 
under the New Covenant: 
 

"You have heard that it was said to the people 
long ago, 'Do not murder, and anyone who 
murders will be subject to judgment.' But I tell you 
that anyone who is angry with his brother will be 
subject to judgment” (Matt 5:22-23) 
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Here at the start of his sermon on the mount, 

Jesus lays out for everyone a new covenant perspective 
which permeates the Good News of the Kingdom he has 
come to proclaim. 

In the past, God operated under the Old Covenant 
rule which was expressed through the Law of Moses, or 
the Ten Commandments. Now, according to Jesus, 
things will be different. As we enter the Kingdom of God, 
we can now expect something new. Instead of "Do not 
murder", Jesus ups the ante with "Don't be angry." 

Throughout this section of scripture, Jesus 
continues to contrast specific commands of the Old 
Covenant with new standards found in the New Covenant 
of Grace. Having addressed the command about murder, 
next he addresses “Thou Shalt Not Commit Adultery”: 
 

"You have heard that it was said, 'Do not commit 
adultery.' But I tell you that anyone who looks at a 
woman lustfully has already committed adultery 
with her in his heart." (Matt 5:27-28) 

 
“It has been said, ‘Anyone who divorces his wife 
must give her a certificate of divorce.’ But I tell you 
that anyone who divorces his wife, except for 
marital unfaithfulness, causes her to become an 
adulteress, and anyone who marries the divorced 
woman commits adultery.”  (Matt 5:31-32) 

 
Next he addresses the commands against bearing 

false witness or swearing oaths: 
 

"Again, you have heard that it was said to the 
people long ago, 'Do not break your oath, but keep 
the oaths you have made to the Lord.' But I tell 
you, Do not swear at all..." (Matt 5:33-34) 
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Finally, he addresses the Law in the Old Covenant 
concerning murder and retribution: 
 

"Jesus said, "You've heard it said, 'An eye for an 
eye and a tooth for a tooth', but I say to you, do 
not resist and evil man, and whoever shall strike 
you on the right cheek, turn to him the other also." 
(Matt 5:38-39) 

 
"You have heard that it was said, 'Love your 
neighbor and hate your enemy.' But I tell you: 
Love your enemies and pray for those who 
persecute you, that you may be sons of your 
Father in heaven." (Matt 5:43-44) 

 
Why do you think Jesus starts off his sermon on 

the mount by making such a radical set of statements? In 
effect, he is quoting the Law of the Old Covenant and 
saying that those things are no longer valid. Instead, he’s 
replacing the commands of the Old Covenant with brand 
new, Kingdom-centric ideas which go beyond mere 
obedience. These words of Jesus speak of the heart, not 
simply about rules to follow. 
 

“Do not think that I have come to abolish the Law 
or the Prophets; I have not come to abolish them 
but to fulfill them.” (Matt 5:17) 

 
So, Jesus came to announce the Kingdom of God 

and to proclaim a New Covenant. He did this, first of all, 
by fulfilling the Old Covenant. These were but shadows, 
according to the author of Hebrews. 
 

“The law is only a shadow of the good things that 
are coming—not the realities themselves.” 
(Hebrews 10:1) 
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The New Covenant is not like the Old. So, we 
shouldn't be surprised at the differences. The Old 
Covenant has now been fulfilled in Christ, and now that 
Old Covenant is no longer in effect. It has been fulfilled. 
Now, we are living under the New Covenant which Jesus 
came to inaugurate. He is the High Priest of this New 
Covenant and He has outlined for us, in the Gospel, what 
life in the Kingdom should look like. 

No longer will we live by the code, “An eye for an 
eye” but now we will live by the new code, “Love your 
enemies.” 

The Old Testament and New Testament are not 
concurrent realities. The Old Covenant is fulfilled in Christ 
and now we are under a New Covenant. Behold the old 
is gone and the new has come. 

This does not imply that the Old Covenant 
scriptures are irrelevant at all. These are still valuable to 
us so that we can comprehend how they were fulfilled in 
Jesus. But these are still shadows which point to Jesus.  
 

“You diligently study the Scriptures because you 
think that by them you possess eternal life. These 
are the Scriptures that testify about me, yet you 
refuse to come to me to have life.” (John 5:39-40) 

 
According to the Old Covenant, God promised to 

send His Messiah to fulfill the prophecies concerning a 
New Covenant. This Messiah would be a priest and a 
king, and he would be the one who would build a temple 
for God – one not made with human hands. 

Throughout the ministry of Jesus, we see him 
emphasizing the temporal nature of the shadow and the 
eternal qualities of the Kingdom of God. Specifically, 
Jesus quite often speaks about the Temple in terms that 
make the Jewish religious class very nervous. 

 
"Destroy this temple, and in three days I will raise 
it up." (John 2:19) 
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Jesus was the fulfillment of the shadow found in 

the Old Covenant priesthood. He is now our only High 
Priest.  

Jesus was the fulfillment of the shadow of the 
sacrificial lamb who takes away our sins. We no longer 
require a blood sacrifice as part of our worship to God. 

Jesus was the fulfillment of the shadow of the 
temple. We no longer need to travel to a physical, 
geographical holy place to come into the presence of 
Almighty God. 

“One greater than the temple has come,” Jesus 
said in Matthew 12:6. At his crucifixion, God tore the veil 
in the temple in two, from top to bottom, to signify the end 
of that old covenant temple system. The priests, the 
animal sacrifice, and even the temple itself are all now 
superfluous and unnecessary.  

The author of Hebrews summarizes all of this for 
us when he says: 
 

“When Christ came as high priest of the good 
things that are already here, he went through the 
greater and more perfect tabernacle that is not 
man-made, that is to say, not a part of this 
creation. He did not enter by means of the blood of 
goats and calves; but he entered the Most Holy 
Place once for all by his own blood, having 
obtained eternal redemption.” (Hebrews 9:11-12; 
emphasis mine) 

 
Here we see that Jesus fulfilled the shadows of 

high priest, temple, and sacrificial lamb. He took the role 
of High Priest when He offered Himself as the 
unblemished Lamb of God, in the temple of His body. 
Thus, Jesus reveals that He was what each of these 
shadows were pointing to all along. These shadows are 
all fulfilled in Christ.  
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But why did Jesus do all of this? What are the 
practical implications of these actions for those of us who 
are now living under a New Covenant? 

Here’s the beautiful symmetry of what Christ 
accomplished for us:  

Jesus is our High Priest so that we can become a 
Kingdom of Priests.  
 

“You have made them to be a kingdom and priests 
to serve our God, and they will reign on the earth." 
(Revelation 5:10) 

 
Jesus is the Living Temple of God so that we can 

become the Temple of the Holy Spirit.  
 

“Do you not know that your body is a temple of the 
Holy Spirit, who is in you, whom you have 
received from God? You are not your own.” (1 
Corinthians 6:19) 

 
Jesus is the Lamb of God so that we can also 

become living sacrifices to God. 
 

“Therefore, I urge you, brothers, in view of God's 
mercy, to offer your bodies as living sacrifices, 
holy and pleasing to God—this is your spiritual act 
of worship.” (Romans 12:1) 

 
In fact, all of this is confirmed in the writings of 

Peter who says,  
 

“As you come to him, the living Stone—rejected by 
men but chosen by God and precious to him— 
you also, like living stones, are being built into 
a spiritual house to be a holy priesthood, 
offering spiritual sacrifices acceptable to God 
through Jesus Christ…But you are a chosen 
people, a royal priesthood, a holy nation, a 
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people belonging to God, that you may declare the 
praises of him who called you out of darkness into 
his wonderful light. Once you were not a people, 
but now you are the people of God; once you had 
not received mercy, but now you have received 
mercy.” (1 Peter 2:4-5; 9-10; emphasis added).  

 
As we’ve already seen, the Messiah was sent, in 

part, to build a temple for God that was “not made by 
human hands”. Yet, when Jesus walked the Earth, there 
was already a physical temple standing in Jerusalem. 
What was the temple that Jesus came to establish? It 
was you and I – the living temple of the Holy Spirit. 

Jesus fulfilled His mission and built a house for 
God. Jesus alone was the one who fashioned a resting 
place for His Father. He did what David, and Solomon 
and all the rest could never do. He built an acceptable 
temple for God that was cleansed with His own blood and 
purified by the Lamb of God. 
 

“For we are the temple of the living God. As God 
has said: ‘I will live with them and walk among 
them, and I will be their God, and they will be my 
people.’" (2 Corinthians 6:16). 

 
What is the purpose of a temple? It's a Holy Place. 

It's where people can go to find God, to approach Him 
and to enter into His presence. 

If you and I are now the temple of God on this 
earth, this means that whenever people come to you, 
whether they know it or not, they are standing in front of 
the temple of the Living God. 
 

"But Christ is faithful as a son over God's house. 
And we are his house, if we hold on to our 
courage and the hope of which we boast." 
(Hebrews 3:6). 
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Even though we often think of the Church as a 
building, it is not a building. The Church is an organism, 
not an organization. The Church is made only of living, 
breathing people who carry around with them the Holy 
Presence of the Living God in their hearts. 

If you have surrendered your life to Christ, then 
God lives in you by His Spirit. He has made His home in 
you, by your faith in Christ Jesus and the finished work of 
Christ on the cross. This is not a small thing. In fact, the 
ripping of the veil in Solomon's Temple, the cloth 
separating God and mankind, was ripped from top to 
bottom the very instant that Jesus accomplished His work 
on the cross. 
 

"And when Jesus had cried out again in a loud 
voice, he gave up his spirit. At that moment the 
curtain of the temple was torn in two from top to 
bottom." (Matt. 27:50-51). 
 
God did not wait even one second longer than 

necessary to remove the veil which separated us from 
Himself. How could we ever again seek to repair this veil 
and establish again a series of religious barriers between 
ourselves and God? 

We are the only House that God has ever built. 
We are the only temple ever commissioned by God to 
house His Holy Presence.  

The True and Living God has built for Himself a 
living, breathing temple on this earth and we are that 
temple. 

So, we see from the Scriptures that it was always 
God’s plan to fulfill the shadows of priesthood, temple 
and sacrifice through the promised Messiah. When the 
Messiah came, He revealed that He was the reality to 
which these shadows pointed. When Jesus fulfilled these 
shadows at the cross, they ceased to be necessary. This 
means we no longer require a special clergy or priestly 
class of men to operate as a type of Christ for us 
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because the Christ Himself has already come. We no 
longer require the blood of sheep to cover our sins, 
because the Lamb of God has already come and offered 
Himself as the perfect atonement for our sins. We no 
longer require a special, holy place where we must go to 
meet with God because God has fulfilled His promise to 
us and He has made us to be the temple of His Holy 
Spirit. 

I believe that it is for these reasons that the New 
Testament Church did not seek to build temples where 
they could worship, or to ordain priests who would act as 
spiritual mediators, or to offer blood sacrifices on the altar 
for the forgiveness of sins. They understood that Christ 
had fulfilled all of these shadows. They fully recognized 
that they were now the temple of the Holy Spirit. They 
understood that they themselves were now God’s Holy 
Priesthood, offering themselves to God as daily, living, 
sacrifices. 

This was not an arbitrary decision. It was not one 
based upon cultural restrictions, nor did it mirror the 
Jewish or Pagan systems of the day. Instead, it was an 
organic model founded upon Christ Himself and revealed 
in the Holy Word of God. 

Is it any wonder that Jesus cried from the cross, “It 
is finished!” after accomplishing all of this? The cross of 
Jesus accomplished so much more for us than 
forgiveness of sins and eternal life. He fulfilled the 
promises of the Old Covenant to usher in the ongoing 
reality of a New Covenant where God’s greatest desire 
could be fully realized. 
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The New Covenant of God 
 
 

 
From the beginning, God’s plan was to make His 

home with mankind. The first book of the Bible lays out 
for us God’s original design for all of creation and at the 
center of this is His intimate desire to be with us.  

The Garden of Eden was a type of temple – a 
sanctuary where God and man could fellowship and 
commune together. After the Fall, the tabernacle and the 
temple served as shadows which pointed to the one, true 
temple which was to come - one not made with human 
hands. The Apostles and the first Christians were thrilled 
to realize that they were living in the reality of these 
promises, and they proclaimed it loudly. As Stephen said 
before he was stoned to death: 

  
“However, the Most High does not live in 
houses made by men. As the prophet says:  
"'Heaven is my throne, and the earth is my 
footstool. What kind of house will you build for 
me? says the Lord. Or where will my resting place 
be? Has not my hand made all these things?'” 
(Acts 7:48-50) 
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Paul also echoed this truth when he spoke to the 
worshippers of the “Unknown God” in Athens saying,  
 

“"The God who made the world and everything 
in it is the Lord of heaven and earth and does not 
live in temples built by hands.” (Acts 17:24) 

The early Christians knew that Jesus had died to 
fulfill the Old Covenant and rose from the dead to preside 
over a New Covenant that was promised long ago. The 
Jewish leaders of the day also fully understood that the 
preaching of the Gospel posed a threat to their status 
quo. This is partly why they opposed Stephen and 
accused him of “speaking against this holy place and 
against the law.” (Acts 6:14) It’s also why they opposed 
Paul and arrested him at the temple in Jerusalem saying, 
“This is the man who teaches all men everywhere against 
our people and our law and this place.” (Acts 21:28) 

In the New Testament we see that many 
understood that what Jesus had inaugurated was the 
foundation of a brand new temple “not made with human 
hands” that made the existing temple obsolete and 
superfluous. 

 
“This is the covenant I will make with the house of 
Israel after that time, declares the Lord. I will put 
my laws in their minds and write them on their 
hearts. I will be their God, and they will be my 
people. No longer will a man teach his neighbor, 
or a man his brother, saying, 'Know the Lord,' 
because they will all know me, from the least of 
them to the greatest. For I will forgive their 
wickedness and will remember their sins no more." 
(Jeremiah 31:31-34) 

 
At the feast of Pentecost, the birthday of the New 

Testament ekklesia, Peter confirmed that what God 
promised to do in the Old Testament scriptures through 
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the prophet of Joel was being fulfilled in their very 
presence. 

 
“'In the last days, God says, I will pour out my 
Spirit on all people. Your sons and daughters will 
prophesy, your young men will see visions, your 
old men will dream dreams. Even on my servants, 
both men and women, I will pour out my Spirit in 
those days, and they will prophesy.” (Acts 2:17-18) 

 
God’s promise was fulfilled at Pentecost. He 

poured out His Spirit on all flesh – not just on the prophet, 
not just on the men, but on women, and children, on the 
old and on the young. This was the inauguration of 
something radically different than what had gone before. 

Later, through both Peter and Paul, God would 
confirm by His Spirit that this outpouring was not only for 
the Jews, but also for the Gentiles as well. 

 
“For there is no difference between Jew and 
Gentile—the same Lord is Lord of all and richly 
blesses all who call on him.” (Romans 10:12) 

“Therefore, remember that formerly you who are 
Gentiles by birth….that at that time you were 
separate from Christ, excluded from citizenship in 
Israel and foreigners to the covenants of the 
promise, without hope and without God in the 
world. But now in Christ Jesus you who once were 
far away have been brought near through the 
blood of Christ….His purpose was to create in 
himself one new man out of the two, thus making 
peace, and in this one body to reconcile both of 
them to God through the cross, by which he put to 
death their hostility. He came and preached peace 
to you who were far away and peace to those who 
were near. For through him we both have access 
to the Father by one Spirit.” (Ephesians 2:11-18) 
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God’s New Covenant with man was no longer 

confined only to one race of people, but now it was wide 
open to every living, breathing human being on the planet 
who responded to the open invitation of Jesus to follow 
after Him. 

 
“Consequently, you are no longer foreigners and 
aliens, but fellow citizens with God's people and 
members of God's household, built on the 
foundation of the apostles and prophets, with 
Christ Jesus himself as the chief cornerstone. In 
him the whole building is joined together and 
rises to become a holy temple in the Lord. And 
in him you too are being built together to 
become a dwelling in which God lives by his 
Spirit.” (Ephesians 2:19-22) 

 
The new, living, breathing temple of God was now 

unleashed upon the earth and set free to expand and 
cover the whole of creation, without limit or boundary. As 
Jesus promised, “…I will build my church and the gates 
of hell shall not prevail against it.” (Matthew 16:18) 

God’s New Testament Temple was built upon the 
Chief Cornerstone, and there is no longer any other “Holy 
Place” than the heart of every believer, and the collective 
ekklesia (gathering) of God’s people. As Dr. G.K. Beale 
said to me: 

 
“Hebrews chapter 9 uses the word parable to refer 
to the physical Temple (v 8-9). The physical, Old 
Testament Temple is not the literal Temple. It’s the 
illustrative Temple. The Temple that Jesus has 
begun to establish is called the “True Temple”. So, 
to look at the picture is not to see the substance 
that is already here….Christ is the true Israel. He 
is the true Temple. So, to look longingly at the 
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picture of a physical temple is to make the same 
mistake. The substance is here, (in Christ).”2 

 
As we’ve already seen, the symbols of the Old 

Covenant were shadows, not the realities themselves. 
The shadow of the physical temple was revealed in the 
true temple of Christ’s body. The shadow of the 
priesthood was revealed in the person of Jesus our High 
Priest. The shadow of the blood sacrifice was fulfilled in 
the sacrifice of the Lamb of God who gave Himself for the 
sins of the world. 

What would be the point of going back to the Old 
Covenant shadows now that the light has come and 
these things have found fulfillment in Christ? 

The Old Covenant model depended on incomplete 
symbols, whereas the New Covenant model is the true 
reality. Instead of a select group of men set aside as 
mediators between God and man, the New Covenant 
priesthood includes every man, woman and child in the 
Kingdom of God. Instead of a single, man-made temple 
in one geographic location, the New Covenant temple 
has expanded to fill every baptized believer in Christ 
Jesus. Instead of a blood sacrifice to provide a temporary 
covering for our sins, we have all been covered in the 
Blood of the Lamb and we ourselves are now the living 
sacrifices of God. 

We must remember also that the Old Covenant 
forms of worship were man-made and not God’s original 
desire for His people. When He created all things, God 
made a place where He would be free to relate to His 
creation. In the Garden we see God’s true heart 
revealed. Yet this goal was circumvented when mankind 
made a choice to disobey.  

When God brought His people out of Egypt and 
lead them into the desert and towards the promised land 
it was the people, not God, who suggested that Moses 
speak to them on behalf of God.  
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“When the people saw the thunder and lightning 
and heard the trumpet and saw the mountain in 
smoke, they trembled with fear. They stayed at a 
distance and said to Moses, ‘Speak to us yourself 
and we will listen. But do not have God speak to 
us or we will die.” (Exodus 20:18-19) 

 
Later, in the days of the prophet Samuel we read 

how God’s people rejected God as their King. 
 
“But when they said, ‘Give us a King to lead us,’ 
this displeased Samuel so he prayed to the Lord. 
And the Lord told him: Listen to all that the people 
are saying to you; it is not you they have rejected, 
but they have rejected me as their king.” (1 
Samuel 8:6-7) 
 
It was never God’s plan to create divisions 

between Himself and His people. Instead, it was Adam’s 
sin in the Garden that created the first divide. Then it was 
the fear of the Israelites in the desert that put a mediator 
between us and God, and finally it was the desire of a 
nation to be like “all the other nations” that brought the 
final rejection of God as King. 

The Old Covenant is filled with examples like this 
where God desires to pull His people closer and His 
people continually pull back because of fear, and sin, and 
pride. 

But the Good News of the New Covenant is that 
God has made a way for us to live free of sin. He’s made 
a way for love to cast out all fear. He’s promised to give 
grace to those who are humble.  

The New Covenant is the fulfillment of God’s 
glorious dream where “I will be their God and they will be 
my people”. 

Does anyone dare to pick up a needle and thread 
in an attempt to repair the old veil? Would anyone be so 
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foolish as to long for anything less than the complete 
expression of this new reality we have found in Christ? 

Certainly there was a time in history when it was 
appropriate to build a holy place where a holy man could 
perform a holy work. But this time has long passed. This 
shadow has long since been eclipsed by the Light of the 
World. 

To this very day there is no physical Jewish 
temple of worship in Jerusalem or anywhere else. Why? 
Because these shadows have served their purpose.  

We have a New Covenant now. One where every 
believer can now be ordained into the priesthood of God, 
(1 Peter 2:5) and every believer is now the daily, living 
sacrifice (Romans 12), and every believer is now the 
temple of the Holy Spirit. (1 Cor 6:19) 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2 From “Interview with Dr. G.K. Beale, Part 1” on June 6, 2009 at 
www.KeithGiles.com. 
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Every Believer a Priest of God 
 
 

“It was never in the mind of God that a privileged 
priesthood of sinful, imperfect men would attempt, 
following the death and triumphant resurrection of 
our Lord Jesus Christ, to repair the veil and 
continue their office of mediation between God 
and man. The letter to the Hebrews makes that 
fact very plain. When Jesus rose from the dead, 
the Levitical priesthood, which had served Israel 
under the Old Covenant, became redundant.”  

– A. W.Tozer 3 
 

According to the New Testament, it was never 
God’s plan to have His New Covenant Church operate 
like a Levitical priesthood. Jesus commanded His 
disciples not to emulate the top-down organizational 
structures of either the Jewish religion (Matt 23:8-12), or 
of the Pagan authorities (Mark 10:42-45). Instead, He 
urged them to treat one another as brothers and as 
equals. 

Paul, in 1 Corinthians, chapter 12, outlines God’s 
plan for the Church to operate as a Body. In this New 
Testament model, Jesus is the only Head and the people 
within the Church are empowered – each and every one 
of them – by the Holy Spirit to minister to one another. 
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“Now to each one the manifestation of the Spirit is 
given for the common good.” (1 Corinthians 12:7) 

 
Notice how each of these various gifts are 

distributed to the Body, by the Holy Spirit for a single 
purpose: “for the common good.” God does this so that 
everyone in the Body is necessary and so that everyone 
contributes and shares the burden of ministry. 

 
“All these are the work of one and the same Spirit, 
and he gives them to each one, just as he 
determines.” (1 Corinthians 12:11) 

 
Notice that Paul doesn’t say, “..he gives them to 

ONE PERSON” but that these gifts are given to “each 
one” of the members within the Body. 

 
“The body is a unit, though it is made up of many 
parts; and though all its parts are many, they form 
one body. So it is with Christ.” (1 Corinthians 
12:12) 

 
Notice how the body is a reflection of Christ 

himself if we operate as a unit made up of many parts all 
working together under the headship of Christ. The 
implication is that if we do not function as God designed, 
we are not reflecting Christ to the world. 

 
“For we were all baptized by one Spirit into one 
body—whether Jews or Greeks, slave or free—
and we were all given the one Spirit to drink.” (1 
Corinthians 12:13) 

 
Notice how throughout 1 Corinthians 12 the 

emphasis is not on one particular member but on the 
entire Body itself. This is especially significant when you 
consider that this church in Corinth was probably one of 
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the most troubled and morally challenged churches in 
early Christian history. Even so, Paul never abandons the 
shared body ministry in order to correct these errors. He 
never commands their elders to take control and whip 
people into shape. He never addresses the senior pastor 
at all in this letter, or any other letter. Why? Because 
there wasn’t one. 

The overwhelming evidence throughout the New 
Testament is that every baptized believer in Christ was 
automatically ordained by the Holy Spirit into the ministry 
of Jesus. There was no separation between clergy and 
laity.  

Were there some within the Body who were gifted 
to teach and to encourage and to lead? Yes, of course. 
But the entire life of the Church did not revolve around 
these few. Instead, every single believer was empowered 
to contribute and to speak and to use their gifting as the 
Holy Spirit directed. 

According to the New Testament, when the church 
actually functions as a real Body, and when Jesus is 
really the Shepherd, the entire Body will be healthy and 
operate as God intended all along. 

It makes me wonder how can we continually refer 
to ourselves as “The Body of Christ” if we do not actually 
engage in the organic form of shared life as described in 
1 Corinthians 12. 

 
“Any system which operates to forbid or render 
impossible the functioning of every priest 
according to ability is subversive of God's whole 
system.” – W. Carl Ketcherside 4 

 
Chances are that, unless you are an ordained 

pastor, you don't consider yourself as being qualified to 
baptize a new believer, lead others in the Lord's Supper, 
or pray for someone dying of cancer in the hospital. If so, 
you are not alone. Most people who attend Christian 
churches today would not feel it was their place to 
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baptize a new believer or perform any of the functions 
normally reserved for the clergy. 

The sad thing is, your Bible suggests otherwise. In 
fact, Paul the Apostle says on several occasions that 
every member of the Body is competent to lead, to 
instruct, to exhort and to share. 

For example, in Romans 15:14 Paul says, "I 
myself am convinced, my brethren, that you yourselves 
are full of goodness, complete in knowledge and 
competent to instruct one another.” In 1 Corinthians 
14:31 Paul says, "For you can all prophesy in turn so that 
everyone may be instructed and encouraged".  

This last verse specifies a shared prophetic gifting 
within the Body, but this shared dynamic is not limited to 
that specific gifting, especially when compared to what 
Paul has previously communicated in chapter 12 of this 
same epistle.  

One of the most illuminating verses of scripture in 
the New Testament which gives us a clear picture of 
what the original New Testament expression of Church 
looked like is found in 1 Corinthians 14:26, which says:  

 
"What then shall we say, brethren? When you 
come together, everyone has a hymn, or a word of 
instruction, a revelation, a tongue or an 
interpretation. All of these must be done for the 
strengthening of the church." 
 
Here we see a gathering of Believers who all 

partake of Christ together, sharing their God-given gifts 
with one another in love for the common good. 

The fact is that Jesus gave birth to a Church that 
was radically different from anything that had ever been 
known before, or since. It was a Church where every 
believer was a priest of God and every member was a 
Temple of His Holy Spirit. The only daily sacrifice was 
performed by average, everyday people who were filled 
by the Spirit of the Living God and empowered to live 
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radical lives of love in demonstration of the Gospel 
message. 
The doctrine of the Priesthood of the Believer is nearly 

unheard of in today's Churches, and rarely preached on. Mainly, 
I would suspect, because for any traditional church to follow 
through with the implications of this doctrine, many pastors 
would soon find themselves out of a job. Nevertheless, the New 
Testament reveals an early Church where everyone participated 
and shared their spiritual gifts openly with the rest of the Body. 

In 1 Corinthians 12:4, Paul says:  
 

"There are different kinds of gifts, but the same 
Spirit. There are different kinds of service, but the 
same Lord. There are different kinds of working, 
but the same God works all of them in all people."  

 
As we’ve already pointed out, Paul does not say, "...but 

the same God works all of them in one man." If he did then we 
might have a Biblical basis for the all-in-one religious 
professionals that we currently employ today. Instead, as 
numerous Biblical Scholars (such as F.F. Bruce, Gordon Fee, 
and Robert Banks), have clearly remarked, the early Church 
knew nothing of the clergy class of leader we see today.  

Another Biblical Scholar, Howard Snyder, has also said: 
 
“The clergy-laity dichotomy is a direct carry-over 
from pre-Reformation Roman Catholicism and a 
throwback to the Old Testament priesthood. It is 
one of the principal obstacles to the church 
effectively being God’s agent of the kingdom today 
because it creates a false idea that only 'holy 
men,' namely, ordained ministers, are really 
qualified and responsible for leadership and 
significant ministry. In the New Testament there 
are functional distinctions between various kinds 
of ministries but no hierarchical division between 
clergy and laity. The New Testament teaches us 
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that the church is a community in which all are 
gifted and all have ministry.”5 

 
Biblical Scholar William Bausch, himself a Roman 
Catholic, also freely admits that the New Testament 
Church knew nothing of the One-Man-Pastorate that we 
employ in today's modern Christianity: 

 
“Our survey has shown us that no cultic priesthood 
is to be found in the New Testament. Yet we 
wound up importing Old Testament, Levitical 
forms and imposing them on Christian ministry . . . 
Nevertheless in practice there is no denying that 
there has historically been a gathering into one 
person and his office what were formerly the gifts 
of many . . .[This practice] goes astray, of course, 
when it translates to mean that only ordination 
gives competence, authority, and the right of 
professional governance. It goes further astray 
when eventually all jurisdictional and 
administrative powers in the church come to be 
seen as an extension of the sacramental powers 
conferred at ordination. In short, there is a 
movement here away from the more pristine 
collaborative and mutual ministries of the New 
Testament."6  
 
Whenever someone suggests that it is unbiblical 

for the average Christian to teach, preach, baptize, or 
prophesy on a regular basis they are dead wrong. While 
the New Testament teaches us that not all Christians are 
specifically gifted as teachers, prophets, or apostles, (see 
1 Corinthians 12:29) it also teaches that every Christian 
is a minister, a functioning priest, and is capable of 
instructing, prophesying, and exhorting in the church. 

The truth is that if you are a spirit-filled child of 
God then the Holy Spirit living within you has already 
licensed, ordained and empowered you to begin your 
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ministry as a Priest of God in the Name of Jesus Christ, 
and the function of the Body is to encourage and equip 
you to walk out that Divine calling every day of your life. 
It doesn’t take much digging around to uncover a host of 
Biblical Scholars who freely admit that our modern divide 
between Clergy and Laity is not a New Testament 
concept. 

As Herbert Haag said: 
 
"In the Catholic Church there are two classes, 
clergy and laity...This structure does not 
correspond to what Jesus did and taught. 
Consequently it has not had a good effect in the 
history of the Church ...Among his disciples Jesus 
did not want any distinction of class or rank...In 
contradiction to this instruction of Jesus, a 
‘hierarchy,’ a ‘sacred authority,’ was nevertheless 
formed in the third century.”7 

 
Jesus was quite clear when he pulled his Disciples 

aside (many of whom would go on to become the 
Apostles who would shape the New Testament Church) 
and said to them:  

 
"(The Pharisees) do all their deeds to be seen by 
others...But you are not to be called rabbi, for you 
have one teacher, and you are all brothers." (Matt. 
23:5) 
 
What did Jesus mean by this? Did He seriously 

intend to communicate that He was the only head of His 
Church? Could He really mean that they were not to set 
up a hierarchical system of Church government? 

Let's ask ourselves the following questions: 
Where in the Scriptures can we find anyone other 

than Christ who is called the head of the Church?  
The truth is, Jesus never relinquished control over 

His Disciples or His Church, to any human being. But, 
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you might ask, didn't Jesus assign anyone to lead the 
Church in His absence? Yes, He did: 

 
"But I tell you the truth: It is for your good that I am 
going away. Unless I go away, the Counselor will 
not come to you; but if I go, I will send him to 
you...But when he, the Spirit of truth, comes, he 
will guide you into all truth. He will not speak on 
his own; he will speak only what he hears, and he 
will tell you what is yet to come. He will bring glory 
to me by taking from what is mine and making it 
known to you." (John 14:7; 13-15) 
 
Here we see that Jesus did leave someone in 

charge in His absence – the Holy Spirit. Therefore, Jesus 
continues to lead His Church today, as His people (the 
Body) respond to His leadership and submit to Him and 
to the Holy Spirit. 

The practical implications of this teaching suggest 
that whenever believers in Christ gather together in His 
name, the author of the Scriptures is in our midst. The 
central character of the Bible lives within us and He is 
capable of making His will known to us. I declare to you, 
with complete confidence, that if you read the Word of 
God and ask the Lord to reveal Himself to you and to 
teach you, He will do it! Here’s how I know: 

 
“If any of you lacks wisdom, he should ask God, 
who gives generously to all without finding fault, 
and it will be given to him.” (James 1:5) 
 
“As for you, the anointing you received from him 
remains in you, and you do not need anyone to 
teach you. But as his anointing teaches you about 
all things and as that anointing is real, not 
counterfeit--just as it has taught you, remain in 
him.”  (1 John 2:27) 
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“For where two or three come together in my 
name, there am I with them." – Jesus (Matt 18:20) 
 
So, even if the people who have the gift of 

teaching are not present for one of our gatherings, it is 
still possible for everyone else in the room to read the 
Scriptures, and pray, and ask God for wisdom and 
insight. If they do this they should expect to receive 
revelation from God Himself through the Holy Spirit. 

In this way, the Church is never without a teacher. 
She has been filled with the Spirit of God, and the head 
of the Church is in her midst. Jesus has promised that He 
is the Good Shepherd and that His sheep can hear His 
voice. (see John 10:14-16) 

Is it only the leader who can hear the voice of the 
Shepherd? Or can everyone hear the voice of their Lord? 
The New Testament strongly argues in favor of the latter. 

Again, this doesn't make everyone in the room a 
teacher, but everyone in the room does have access to 
hear The Teacher and share what they learn from Him. 

Therefore, it’s still possible for everyone in the 
Body to come together under the Headship of Christ and 
share the gifts they’ve received from the Holy Spirit and 
participate in the life of Jesus together.  
 
WHAT ABOUT LEADERSHIP? 

Some have suggested that this radical picture of 
"every-believer-a-priest" goes too far and leaves us with 
a leaderless Church founded on anarchy and chaos. 
However, nothing could be further from the truth. 

Every Church requires leadership and God has 
not left us without it. I believe the New Testament 
demonstrates a plurality of leadership within the Church 
because every believer is a priest of God. For example, 
whenever anyone in our house church is sharing he or 
she is leading us. It may be a seven year old girl, a 
twelve year old boy, a forty year old man, or anyone else 
in the room. This is not the end of leadership, it is sharing 
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leadership among the members of the Body, with an 
understanding that Christ alone is our true leader.  

In a larger sense, Christ is still the leader of His 
Church, not any one person or persons. He might lead 
through us as we submit to Him and respond to His Holy 
Spirit, but it is still Christ who is leading us.  

So, what is at stake? Do models really matter? 
Can't God work through us no matter how we gather or 
who our leader is? Yes, of course God can, and does, 
work through any and all means to advance His Kingdom 
and communicate His Gospel. We are all unworthy 
vessels and in the end God's perfect will is accomplished 
no matter where or how we gather. 

But, I would simply ask, if you knew that God had 
something special in mind from the beginning, and if you 
could see Biblical evidence for a form of Church that 
empowered every believer to function and contribute to 
the health of the Body, wouldn't you at least want to give 
it a shot? 

If there was a way to enter into the kind of 
community we read about in the book of Acts, why 
wouldn't you want to entertain the possibility that it could 
be within our grasp? Why wouldn't you be willing to 
surrender anything it took to have a Church like that? 
 Granted, models in themselves only provide the 
framework. We can see that even those original 
Christians who gathered in their homes and operated 
under the headship of Christ were anything but perfect. 
On the contrary, they were just as weak and prone to 
failure as the rest of us. What changes us is Christ, not 
any model of church or method of worship. However, the 
fact remains that God clearly communicates in the New 
Testament that the Church founded by Jesus and the 
form practiced by the early Christians was in fulfillment of 
His express purpose and desire to establish a temple not 
made with human hands, where Christ is the Head and 
where the people of God share equally in the ministry. 
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Certainly those of us who have made the decision 
to gather together in an organic way and step into the 
priesthood of the believer are in the minority, for now. But 
according to Leadership Magazine, Christianity Today, 
Focus on the Family and Rev Magazine, approximately 
1,500 pastors a month leave the traditional pastorate in 
the United States alone, and a recent Gallop poll showed 
that 1 million adult Christians per year leave the 
institutional church in the U.S. – and that number is 
growing.  

I believe that God is up to something. I believe that 
many of the one million people who leave their pews this 
year are being lead by the Holy Spirit to enter into a form 
of Church which Jesus inspired from the beginning, and 
even now is calling some within His Body to experience 
today. 

As author Reggie McNeal, an authority on church 
leadership, has said, "A growing number of people are 
leaving the institutional church for a new reason. They 
are not leaving because they have lost their faith. They 
are leaving the church to preserve their faith."8 
 
God’s Church. God’s Design 

For far too long men have wrestled with God for 
control over His people.  Jesus modeled a servant 
leadership style for His disciples, and today many of our 
leaders emphasize a CEO brand of leadership patterned 
after the world of big business. 

The Apostle Paul told us that we are the Temple of 
the Holy Spirit, yet many ministers today insist on 
collecting millions of dollars from their flock to build a 
temple where people can worship.  

The Apostle Peter told us that we are the living 
stones God is building up to become His Church, and 
instead we are convinced that building the Church 
involves filling the pews on Sunday morning. 

Jesus commanded us to make disciples, those 
who would follow His teachings and apply them to their 
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everyday life. Instead we have become experts at 
entertaining the saints each week and occasionally 
converting a few to our denomination. 
 I end this chapter with an eye-opening quote by 
the great philosopher, Soren Kierkegaard: 
 

“The matter is quite simple. The Bible is very easy 
to understand. But we Christians are a bunch of 
swindlers. We pretend to be unable to understand 
it because we know very well that the minute we 
understand it, we are obliged to act accordingly. 
Take any words in the New Testament and forget 
everything except pledging yourself to act 
accordingly. ‘My God,’ you will say, ‘if I do that my 
whole life will be ruined. How would I ever get on 
in the world’? Herein lies the real place of 
Christian scholarship. Christian scholarship is the 
Church’s prodigious invention to defend itself 
against the Bible, to ensure that we can continue 
to be good Christians without the Bible coming too 
close. Oh, priceless scholarship, what would we 
do without you? Dreadful it is to fall into the hands 
of the living God. Yes, it is even dreadful to be 
alone with the New Testament.”9 
 

 Let us be people who put the words of Jesus into 
practice every day of our lives, by the Grace of God. 
 

 
3 From the article, “A Better Covenant, Priesthood and Hope” by A.W. 
Tozer. 
 
4 From The Royal Priesthood, by W. Carl Ketcherside, Chapter 11. 
 
5 From Christ’s Body: The Community of the King, by Howard Snyder, 1977, 
pp.94-95. 
 
6 From Traditions, Tensions, Transitions in Ministry, Twenty-Third 
Publications by William Bausch.  
 
7 From Upstairs, Downstairs: Did Jesus Want a Two-Class Church? by 
Herbert Haag, 1997, p.109. 
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8 From The Present Future, by Reggie McNeal, 2009, p.4. 
 
9 From Provocations: Spiritual Writings of Kierkegaard, edited by Charles 
Moore. 
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Ordination is for Every Believer 
 
 

 
There are some who strongly object to the idea of 

a special group of clergy class Christians who are 
ordained into the ministry of the Gospel. However, I think 
the real sin is that everyone who follows Jesus isn’t 
ordained into the ministry. 

As W.Carl Ketcherside remarks in his book, The 
Royal Priesthood: 
 

(In the early Church) “Those who were Christians 
did not speak of ‘entering the ministry.’ They were 
already in it. Everyone entered the ministry at 
baptism. To be in Christ was to be in the ministry. 
No one went away to study for ‘the Ministry.’ Each 
one began where he was and announced the 
Messiah who had come. People did not send for a 
preacher. They just began preaching. All who had 
been inducted into the kingdom could tell what 
they did and why they did it. Every Christian was a 
minister, everyone was a priest. The congregation 
was a priesthood--a royal priesthood composed of 
all believers.” 
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Our current model of ordination is flawed, but for 
me the flaw is not that certain men are ordained, but that 
not all men and women are ordained into the ministry. 

Rather than to condemn those who hear God’s 
voice and respond to His calling on their lives to serve 
others and follow Jesus with their whole life, let’s applaud 
their example and take this practice all the way to the 
finish line by opening wide the doors to enter the ministry 
of Jesus. 

 
“Again  Jesus said, "Peace be with you! As the 
Father has sent me, I am sending you." (John 
20:21). 
 
Every believer is in the ministry of Christ. Each of 

us has been called, and sent, and gifted, to love and 
serve and proclaim the Gospel of the Kingdom to 
everyone we meet. 

This doesn’t mean that we are all evangelists, or 
that we are all church-planters, or that we are all teachers 
(see 1 Corinthians 12). However, it does mean that we 
are all part of the Body of Christ and that the Holy Spirit 
has gifted each of us with an important and necessary 
set of spiritual gifts. These gifts are meant to be used in 
proportion to our specific calling.  

Honestly, I have been licensed and ordained since 
I was 22 years old, but these days I wish I didn't have the 
paper. In the beginning it gave me validation for stepping 
out under the authority of God, but now I can see that it 
has also created a false sense of clergy and laity – even 
in our own house church setting. 

For example, when we had our first baptism in our 
house church family, I was the one who performed it. It 
didn't even occur to me that by taking that position I was 
robbing others of the experience we should all feel free to 
enjoy. Needless to say, I will not do that again, nor will I 
lead the communion for everyone else, or rule the 
meeting as if this were my church to do with as I please.  
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So, are you a Priest in God's House? Yes, you 
are. Every follower of Jesus is a Missionary – in the 
sense that each of us “in the ministry.” The essential 
thing for each of us, then, is to discover our mission field 
(where we live, work, eat and sleep), and to step into our 
ministry (which is determined by our specific gifting by 
the Holy Spirit). 

Now, for those of you who consider yourselves 
followers of Jesus, I encourage you to go out into your 
mission field and to step into your daily ministry, because 
you and I are all ordained into the ministry of Jesus. We 
are all filled with the Holy Spirit of the Living God. We are 
Temples of the Holy Spirit. We are all priests of God. We 
are all living sacrifices. 

You have been ordained into the ministry of Jesus, 
my friends. Let us walk and live and love accordingly. 
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What the Church Is 
 
 

In our next chapter I want to talk about what the 
Church is not. But first it makes sense to spend time 
exploring what the Church really is according to the New 
Testament scriptures. 

In the writings of Paul we see the Church defined 
as an organism, or a body, where Christ is the only Head. 
 

“And God placed all things under his feet and 
appointed him to be head over everything for the 
church, which is his body, the fullness of him 
who fills everything in every way.” (Eph 1:22-23) 

  
 “For a husband is the head of his wife as Christ is 
the head of the church. He is the Savior of his 
body, the church.” (Eph 5:23) 

 
“Christ is the head of the church, which is his 
body.” (Colossians 1:18) 

 
The New Testament also speaks of the Church as 

being part of the Family of God where God is our Father 
and Jesus is both our brother and our Lord. 
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“For those who are led by the Spirit of God are the 
children of God.” (Romans 8:14) 

 
“So in Christ Jesus you are all children of God 
through faith.” (Galatians 3:26) 

 
“See what great love the Father has lavished on 
us, that we should be called children of God! 
And that is what we are!” (1 John 3:1) 

 
The New Testament also refers to the Church as a 

Bride with Christ as our Bridegroom. 
 

“Let us rejoice and be glad and give him glory! For 
the wedding of the Lamb has come, and his bride 
has made herself ready.” (Revelation 19:7) 

 
“’For this reason a man will leave his father and 
mother and be united to his wife, and the two will 
become one flesh.’ This is a profound mystery—
but I am talking about Christ and the church.” 
(Eph 5:31-32) 

 
As we have already seen many times already, the 

New Testament also affirms that the Church is a spiritual 
house and a temple “not made with human hands” with 
Christ as our chief cornerstone. (See Ephesians 2:21, 1 
Peter 2:5, Hebrews 3:6) 

We have also explored how the New Testament 
reveals that the Church is a priesthood of believers who 
are capable of hearing God’s voice and being taught by 
the Holy Spirit. (See 1 Peter 2:5, Revelation 5:10, John 
10:11-14) 

Each of these pictures of the Church in the New 
Testament reveals to us the nature of our identity in 
Christ. We are invited to take part in an intimate 
relationship with Christ Jesus Himself. We are His Body. 
We are His Bride. We are His adopted children. We are 
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interconnected stones being built into a temple in which 
He lives by His Spirit. We are His priests and His 
ambassadors. He is our Bridegroom, our Head, our 
brother and He is our High Priest.  

Now that we know what the Church is, let us take 
a moment to look closely, and honestly, at what the 
Church is not. 
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What the Church is Not 
 
 

As we’ve seen, the New Testament uses several 
words and metaphors to express the character, function, 
and personality of the Church. Namely, the Church is a 
Body, a Bride, a Temple, and a Family.  

Now that we’ve spent time exploring what the 
Church is, let’s take a hard look at what the Church isn’t.  

The New Testament doesn’t ever refer to the 
Church as an organization, as if it were a corporation or 
an industry. Instead, the Church is referred to as an 
organism. Therefore, according to the Apostles, and to 
Jesus, the Church that God designed is not intended to 
be thought of, or to be treated, like a business.  

The Church that God always wanted is a family. 
This means that pastors are not synonymous with CEOs. 
It also means that the people in the Church are not to be 
thought of, or treated, as employees, commodities, tithing 
units, or assets. Instead, they are our brothers and 
sisters in Christ and should be treated as such – with 
love and respect. 

This is about more than mere semantics. What 
you believe about something, how you talk about it, how 
you think of it, actually affects your behavior towards it or 
concerning it. So, I have found that, if you think of the 
Church as a business you will begin to expect certain 
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things from it that you wouldn’t expect from a family, and 
vice versa. 

For example, no one expects the family to grow in 
size each quarter or post an annual profit. Families don’t 
work that way, but corporations do. A father would not 
treat his daughter like an employee. Nor would he base 
his relationship on how much revenue she contributed to 
the family. Corporations may act that way, but families do 
not. 

For a long time now, especially in the West, the 
Church has turned her gaze to the world of big business. 
She has based Her identity on a corporation rather than 
the organic, family-based, relational design laid out for us 
in Scripture. 

Perhaps looking at some definitions will help us to 
see the difference between an organism and an 
organization. 

 
ORGANIZATION – (Noun) 1- The act of 
organizing a business or business-related activity; 
"he was brought in to supervise the organization of 
a new department". 2- The activity or result of 
distributing or disposing persons or things properly 
or methodically.   
3- An ordered manner; orderliness by virtue of 
being methodical and well organized. 
 
ORGANISM – (Noun) 1- Any biological entity 
capable of replication or of transferring genetic 
material.  2- Any living entity that has (or can 
develop) the ability to act or function 
independently.  3- A system considered analogous 
in structure or function to a living body.  
 

 God’s Word makes it clear to us that the Church is 
an organism, a living Body made up of living parts which 
function best when they are interconnected. God’s design 
for His Church is relational. 
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“The body is a unit, though it is made up of many 
parts; and though all its parts are many, they form 
one body. So it is with Christ.” (1 Corinthians 
12:12) 
 
A family is a social unit made up of people who 

share a common ancestor and engage in shared 
activities and beliefs. The family is grounded in love and 
it takes strength from the quality of the relationships 
developed over time.  

Healthy families love each other in spite of 
difficulty, or hurt feelings. Families forgive and share. 
Families pull together in a conflict. Families support one 
another and encourage one another. But when a family is 
run like a business it is impossible to maintain any of 
these foundational values of love, loyalty, sharing, 
forgiveness and protection.  

A business is grounded in a completely different 
set of values. A business is a collection of talented 
people recruited to advance the interests of the company, 
build recurring revenue streams and add value to the 
business.  

Whenever an employee becomes unproductive he 
is eliminated. Whenever a more talented employee is 
recruited, others are down-sized or let go. A business is 
ultimately about making money and growing larger. A 
business is mostly concerned with gaining market share 
and outperforming the competition. 

So, if we treat the House of God like a business 
we will suddenly find ourselves engaging in activities that 
serve to grow the business and eliminate the competition. 
Ideas such as love and family and service and 
community may become phrases used as metaphors to 
describe the activities of our business. They will not be 
expressed or embodied, in any real way, by those within 
our organization. 
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A business is concerned with growth, not with how 
happy, or healthy the employees may be.  A business is 
concerned with numbers, finances and outward signs of 
success, it is not concerned with forgiveness, community 
or love. 

 
BUSINESS – (Noun) 1- A commercial or industrial 
enterprise and the people who constitute it.  2- 
The activity of providing goods and services 
involving financial and commercial and industrial 
aspects.  3- The principal activity in your life that 
you do to earn money;  
 
FAMILY – (Noun) 1- A social unit living together.  
2- Primary social group; parents and children.  3- 
People descended from a common ancestor.  4- 
An association of people who share common 
beliefs or activities.  5- A person having kinship 
with another or others. 
 

 The people who make up a family are called 
brothers and sisters. They are treated with love and 
respect. They are all valued for who they are as people, 
not for what they can do to improve the bottom line. 
 The people who make up a business are called 
employees. They are treated as assets which the 
company may exploit for financial gain. Employees are 
regarded as individual components which contribute to 
the overall success of the business. They are valued for 
what they can add to the company, not for who they are 
as people. 
 

EMPLOYEES – (Noun) 1- A worker who is hired 
to perform a job.  2- The employee contributes 
labor to an enterprise. Employees perform the 
discrete activity of economic production. An 
employee may contribute to the evolution of the 
enterprise, but usually has little control over the 
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productive infrastructure, such as intellectual 
property and business contacts. Employees 
usually are the labor in the three factors of 
production, the others being land and capital.  
 
BROTHER – (Noun) 1- A male with the same 
parents as someone else.  2- A male person who 
is a fellow member of a fraternity or religion or 
other group).  3- Used as a term of address for 
those male persons engaged in the same 
movement. 
 
SISTER – (Noun) 1- A female person who has the 
same parents as another person.  2- A female 
person who is a fellow member of a sorority or 
religion or other group. 
 
The Church, as Jesus designed it, is relational and 

organic. According to the New Testament, God’s plan 
was for His people to operate like a family, where He is 
our Father. He created a church that operates like an 
organism where He is our head, not like a business 
where we set up certain people as CEO’s and treat 
people as employees. 

Clearly, the New Testament reveals that the 
Church is a family, an organism and a Bride. It is never 
referred to as a business venture. 

As we’ve seen over and over again, the mission of 
the Messiah was to build a suitable temple for God to 
dwell in. Jesus alone is the one who is qualified to build 
the temple of God, and we are that temple. We are a 
spiritual house of living stones “not made with human 
hands” but by the nail-scarred hands of God’s only son. 

Put another way, the only true temple of God is 
the one that is being built by Jesus, not one built by any 
man, pastor, teacher or leader. 
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A First Century Pagan Talks to 
a First Century Christian 

 
 

Imagine the conversation between an unbelieving 
Pagan in the first century and a follower of The Way:  

 
Pagan: "I would like to know more about this 
Christ you speak of. Where is your temple?"  
 
Christian: "We don't have one."  
 
Pagan: "What? Then where does one go to meet 
with your God?"  
 
Christian: "We are all the Temple of the Holy 
Spirit, so God meets with us wherever we are."  
 
Pagan: "Hmm...then where do you conduct your 
sacrifices?"  
 
Christian: "We have no animal sacrifice at all. 
Jesus became our sacrifice so that we could be 
free. Our only sacrifices are our own lives as we 
surrender to Him and His will every day."  
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Pagan: "Fascinating! I would love to meet your 
Priest to learn more about this."  
 
Christian: "Well, I am a Priest."  
 
Pagan: "You are?! But I thought you sold pottery in 
the marketplace? How can you be a Priest in this 
new religion?"  
 
Christian: "You can be one also if you submit your 
life to Christ and place your trust in Him. We are 
all Priests of God."  

 
Wasn't it a radically different system of faith that 

Jesus gave His life to create? Why has the Church today 
become an institutionalized religion when it began as 
something so utterly unique and different that it captured 
the imagination of the common people and stood apart 
from the man-made religions of the day? 
 According to Paul in Ephesians, the Church was 
created by God to communicate and model something 
radically different from the systems of this world. 
 

“His (God’s) intent was that now, through the 
church, the manifold wisdom of God should be 
made known to the rulers and authorities in the 
heavenly realms, according to his eternal purpose 
which he accomplished in Christ Jesus our Lord.” 
(Eph. 3:10-11) 

 
 The Church was part of God’s plan to reveal the 
mystery of God to the world. That included a variety of 
areas where the Church would look and behave 
differently than others around them. 
 The Church was to be a place where there were 
no divisions of race, sex, or social status. When Paul 
says, “There is neither Jew nor Greek, slave nor free, 
male nor female, for you are all one in Christ Jesus” (Gal. 
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3:28) this is part of what he is trying to communicate. The 
Church isn’t meant to look or act or behave like the world. 
It was designed by God to be different and to reflect a 
Heavenly design, not an earthly, man-made quality. 
 So, when we take God’s organic design based on 
a family of equals and trade that for a man-made design 
patterned after the business world, we are denying our 
God-inspired DNA and dismantling our intended purpose 
to reflect the “manifold wisdom of God” by setting 
ourselves apart from the world. 
 
The Character of the New Testament Church 

The New Testament church did not collect money 
to be spent on salaries, programs, buildings or itself. 

The New Testament church was primarily 
concerned with making disciples and caring for the poor, 
the orphan and the widow. 

The New Testament church did not elect a 
separate “clergy class” to perform special religious 
duties. Instead everyone was “in the ministry” and 
empowered to serve and love as the Spirit willed. 

The New Testament church did not attempt to 
follow an Old Testament code of worship. 

The New Testament church affirmed the 
priesthood of the believer and allowed every member to 
share, participate and take an active part in the regular 
functioning of the church itself. These activities included 
baptism, sharing communion, preaching the Gospel and 
making disciples. 

The New Testament church did not keep a bank 
account. Instead it gave away all the funds laid at the 
Apostles’ feet in order to plant churches and care for 
those in need – both within and without the church body. 

The New Testament church leaders were humble 
servants who waited on tables, washed feet, served 
others, laid hands on the sick, and encouraged the 
persecuted. They understood that true greatness was 
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found at the feet of others, rather than at the top of the 
ladder. 

The New Testament church did not segregate 
themselves based on age, sex, race, music preference, 
ethnic background, or any other criteria. Everyone who 
named the name of Christ, regardless of age, sex or 
race, was immediately a fully functional and valued 
member of the Body of Christ. 

The New Testament church did not verbally, 
politically or physically oppose the oppressive Roman 
government or pagan religions of the day. Instead they 
simply lived extravagant lives of love among their 
neighbors and served anyone in their path as Jesus 
commanded. 

The New Testament church was not in favor of 
violence, nor did it participate in armed conflict, not even 
in self-defense. Instead, the early followers of Jesus 
quietly imitated their Lord and gave up their property, 
submitted to prison and went to their deaths peacefully. 

The New Testament church allowed every 
member - male or female, slave or free, Jew or Gentile- 
to preach the Gospel, plant churches, teach the Word, 
and lead worship every single day. 

The New Testament church had no one single 
location where “Church” was located. Worship was not 
seen as something that happened in a particular location 
or on a particular day or with the assistance of particular 
people. Instead, worship was seen as a life continually 
submitted to Christ as a living sacrifice for the good of 
others, to the glory of God. The idea of a “worship 
service” is completely foreign to the New Testament. 

The New Testament church understood the 
Gospel of the Kingdom to be about God’s Kingdom (rule 
and reign) being released in the heart of every follower of 
Jesus. It was not something that would come one day 
after the death of the saints or the return of Christ. 

The New Testament church did not consider the 
work of the Holy Spirit to be weird or strange. Instead 
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they accepted the moving of the Holy Spirit within the 
Body as the natural and continual ministry of Jesus being 
released in the Body. To heal, teach, instruct, correct, 
rebuke, inspire, encourage and empower the people of 
God was to carry the Gospel of the Kingdom and live a 
life of love for the sake of others. 

The New Testament church was always being 
taught to love one another and to imitate the love of 
Christ and to humbly serve others as Jesus did. They 
were not concerned in any way with amassing wealth, 
gaining status in the community, becoming politically 
powerful, being respected, changing laws, picketing the 
funerals of homosexuals, or speaking out against pagan 
practices. They were not interested in selling products 
with their church name, cross, or scripture verse 
attached. 

The New Testament church did not have a name. 
The New Testament church did not brand itself. The New 
Testament church did not provide a salary or ongoing 
stipend to those within the Body who functioned as 
Elders, Overseers, Shepherds, Teachers, or Facilitators. 
The people who performed these functions within the 
Body did so out of love and were only compensated by 
the Holy Spirit with joy. 

The New Testament church did not have a pulpit 
from which sermons were spoken by ordained clergy. 

The New Testament church did not have a Bible, 
or even a copy of the entire Old Testament, yet this Body 
managed to preserve the teachings of Jesus, the 
doctrines of the faith, the creeds and Gospel of the 
Kingdom with only the empowering presence of the Holy 
Spirit, and the teaching of the Apostles to guide them. 

The New Testament church did not market itself or 
the Gospel. Instead the original followers of Jesus 
concentrated on loving as Jesus loved, giving and 
sharing as Jesus did, and concerned itself with the 
welfare of others in need; both inside and outside the 
Body. 
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If the world needs anything today, it desperately 
needs a return of the New Testament form of Church and 
a New Testament brand of Christianity. 
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Tertullian’s Window 

 
 

If you’d like to know what it was like to attend a 
Christian gathering in the early days of the faith, here’s a 
great look at what they were doing in the 2nd Century 
according to Tertullian, a second century Christian: 

 
“We are a society with a common religious feeling, 
unity of discipline, a common bond of hope. We 
meet in gatherings and congregations to approach 
God in prayer, massing our forces to surround 
Him…We meet to read the divine Scriptures…Our 
presidents are elders of proved character. 
 
“Even if there is a treasury of a sort, it is not made 
up of money paid in initiation fees, as if religion 
were a matter of contract. Every man once a 
month brings some modest contribution – or 
whatever he wishes, and only if he does wish, and 
if he can; for nobody is compelled; it is a voluntary 
offering…to feed the poor and to bury them, for 
boys and girls who lack property and parents, and 
then for slaves grown old.  
 
“So we, who are united in mind and soul, have no 
hesitation about sharing property. All is common 
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among us – except our wives. At that point we 
dissolve our partnership. 
 
“Our dinner shows its idea in its name; it is called 
by the Greek name for love (Agape)…We do not 
take our places at table until we have first 
partaken of prayer to God. Only so much is eaten 
as satisfies hunger. After water for the hands 
come the lights, and then each, from what he 
knows of the Holy Scriptures, or from his own 
heart, is called before the rest to sing to God. 
 
”Prayer in like manner ends the banquet…”10 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
10 An excerpt from Tertullian’s “Apology.” taken from Roman 
Civilization Sourcebook II: The Empire, p.588 
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Who Will Build the House? 
 

“Unless the LORD builds the house, its builders 
labor in vain.” (Psalm 127:1) 

Whenever I read about a local church raising 
millions of dollars to build a house where they can 
worship God it grieves my heart. Why? Because God 
Himself has already promised to build His house, His 
Temple. He does not need our help to do this. 

“And I tell you that you are Peter, and on this rock 
I will build my church, and the gates of Hades will 
not overcome it.” (Matthew 16:18)     

Why are we still building man-made temples to 
God when we already have the Spirit of the Living God 
living within each and every one of us who follow Jesus 
Christ as Lord and Savior? God already commissioned a 
new temple over two thousand years ago. It was also 
very costly and was purchased at the expense of God’s 
own Son. On the cross, Jesus destroyed the temple of 
His Body and fulfilled God’s promise to pour out His Spirit 
on all flesh. God Himself tore the veil in the old temple, 
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even as the foundation was being laid upon the 
Cornerstone of the New Temple of God.       

What’s sad to me is that people still believe that 
they must come each week to a certain place in order to 
worship and celebrate God. Yet God’s design was to 
expand His worship to cover the earth, and to become a 
daily, living act of praise and surrender and worship to 
His amazing and Holy name. Not for one holy day but for 
every single day of the week. 

People do not need a building. They need to know 
a God who loves them. They do not need an impersonal 
club to join. They need to be embraced into the loving 
Family of God. They do not hunger for giant screen 
televisions and professional sound systems. They are 
yearning for an intimate relationship with Jesus.      

When Jesus had fulfilled the role of the High Priest 
and offered himself as the final Lamb of God, and the veil 
in the temple was ripped in half, from top to bottom, He 
made a way for us, the people of God, to become the 
new temple, not made with human hands, but spreading 
out over the whole earth, and living as the new 
priesthood of believers, to make known His Glory among 
the nations.     

We do not need a temple because we are the 
temple. We do not need a priest, or a senior pastor, 
because we are all priests of God, empowered and filled 
by His Holy Spirit. We do not need an animal sacrifice to 
be made, because He was our final blood sacrifice, and 
we are now the living sacrifice, daily dying to ourselves 
and carrying our cross to follow Him.     

Let us not return to the rubble and rebuild the 
man-made temple. Let us not take up needle and thread 
and repair the veil that was torn. Let us not commission 
special priests and clergy who will stand before God in 
our place.                                   

Our identity, as followers of Jesus, runs deeper 
than brick and mortar. It transcends a building. It goes 
beyond ceremony. Our identity as disciples of Christ is 
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defined by a relationship between a Loving God, and a 
Living Temple made of people who love God, and love 
others.            

You are the temple God has always wanted. He 
has already bought and paid for us. Let us focus our time 
and energy on "being the Church," not attending one, or 
building one out of stone. 

 
SHIFTING MY PARADIGM 
  The year I was licensed and ordained as a pastor 
they handed me a key to the church building. I was 
barely 22 years old, newly married, with a heart full of 
hope about my calling to pastor God's people. 
  On Sunday evenings I would unlock the old 
building an hour early and wander through the dark 
corridors behind the stage, through the choir room, up 
through the narrow stairway to the baptistry, quietly 
talking with God as I moved through the silence of an 
empty church. 
  Those were sweet times for me. I remember 
pouring my heart out to God during those moments, 
dreaming of the future, wondering where my journey with 
God would take me, how things would turn out down the 
road. 
  Imagine my shock when someone suggested to 
me that God didn't actually live in that place. He didn't 
splash in the baptistry when no one was there. He didn't 
hum His favorite hymns in the darkness waiting for us to 
return on Sunday morning or Wednesday evening. He 
wasn't confined to that place as if it were some Holy 
container for His Glory. 
  That idea took me some time to process. I knew in 
my heart it was true. God's word even supported the 
concept that man could not build a house for him, nor did 
he ever ask for us to construct a castle for his Spirit to 
dwell. In fact, the only temple God has ever wanted was 
you and me.  
  The more this idea permeated my mind, the more 
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revolutionary it became to me. I realized that I could have 
that same intimate experience with God that I enjoyed in 
the empty church building on Sunday evenings in my car, 
or at work, or in the park, or anywhere I went. It was very 
liberating and empowering for me. 
  Since we started our house church over several 
years ago, I have had another revelation about the 
House of God. As we've been hosting church in our living 
room, our family actually lives in the very place where our 
church gathers to fellowship and worship.  
  My own house is now the House of God. I eat in 
this same house. My family wakes up every single day of 
the week in this house of worship. We laugh here, we 
argue here, we cry here, we play here, and we live each 
day in the same house where the worship and the Bible 
study and the singing take place every week. 
  It begins to change the way you think of your 
house. It starts to affect the way you live. It changes the 
way you interact with God. 
  God is not hidden away in a large building 
somewhere. I do not visit Him each week and catch up 
on lost time. He does not remain behind when my family 
leaves to go out to lunch with friends, nor does He sleep 
on the floor waiting for me to return for Sunday worship. 
  God has made His home within me. My house is 
the place where we worship and fellowship each week, 
but I carry around in my soul the very presence of the 
living God. Even as I sit at my desk at work, I am on Holy 
Ground. Even as I pump gas at the gas station, I am in 
the presence of the King of the Universe. Even as I sit 
here, typing this article on my computer, sipping my 
coffee, listening to my favorite music, I am not far from 
Church.  
  In fact, I am a member of the Church. God has 
made His home in me and this is simply a foretaste of the 
day when I move into His house and eat at His table and 
we are forever, eternally, together. 
  What if your house was the House of God? Would 
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it change what you watch on television? Would it affect 
the way you treat your spouse or your children?  
  Even more, what if the House of God were within 
your own heart? What if the new ark of the covenant was 
inside of you? Would it change the things you thought 
about when no one was watching?  This is what the 
Gospel is all about, isn’t it? This is why the scriptures 
declare:  

“God has chosen to make known among the 
Gentiles the glorious riches of this mystery, which 
is Christ in you, the hope of glory.” (Col.1:27) 

Truth be told, you and I are the temple of the Holy 
Spirit. We are the Body of Christ. We are His hands and 
His feet. We are His ambassadors. Christ really does 
make His home within us. Let us celebrate our identity as 
the household of God and learn what it truly means to “be 
the Church” rather than attend one. 
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Out of Business 
 
 

"The God who made the world and everything in it 
is the Lord of heaven and earth and does not live 
in temples built by hands." (Acts 17:24) 

 
 

I believe it's time the Church went out of business. 
Close down the bank account, lay off the pastoral staff, 
cancel the utilities, sell the building, auction off the sound 
system and the digital projector and turn out the lights. 

I know that this is a radical concept, even a 
scandalous one to most. But it is my firm conviction that 
the Church needs to get out of the business of being in 
business because it was never intended by its founder to 
be run like a business in the first place. 

The Church as Jesus imagined it has always been 
a living organism, not an organization employing a team 
of spiritual experts. The Church that Jesus died to give 
birth to isn't a business; it's a family of equals who all love 
one another in a way the world can only dream of.  

If acting like a business prevents us from being the 
Family God intended, let us joyfully put ourselves out of 
business and learn what it means to be the Body of 
Christ in our community. If operating as an organization 
holds us back from spending time with the neighbors we 
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are commanded to love, then let us resign our pastoral 
positions and refuse our stipends so that we can share 
the vibrant love of Jesus with the people living in 
darkness right next door to us. 

Instead of hiring accountants to handle our books, 
let us join our hands together and walk outside where 
Jesus always intended His Church to thrive – among the 
everyday people, the ordinary citizens, the sinners who 
would never feel at home in our temples.  

Instead of investing in state of the art sound 
systems, let us get down on our knees and wipe the dirt 
from the faces of the impoverished children who live in 
our very own cities, just a few miles from our own 
doorstep, and let us love them as Jesus would have 
loved them.  

Instead of raising millions of dollars to buy a larger 
building with giant flat-panel television screens in the 
rotunda, let us give of ourselves, our time, our talent, our 
energy, our passion and our very best in order to bring 
the Kingdom of God to a world that so desperately needs 
hope. 

I wonder along with Frederick Buechner, “..if the 
best thing that could happen to many a church might not 
be to have its building burn down and to lose all of its 
money. Then all that the people would have left would be 
God and each other.”11 

I believe that it's time for the Church to go out of 
business.  

 
“We in the churches seem unable to rise above 
the fiscal philosophy which rules the business 
world; so we introduce into our church finances 
the psychology of the great secular institutions so 
familiar to us all and judge a church by its financial 
report much as we judge a bank or a department 
store. 
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“A look into history will quickly convince any 
interested person that the true church has almost 
always suffered more from prosperity than from 
poverty. Her times of greatest spiritual power have 
usually coincided with her periods of indigence 
and rejection; with wealth came weakness and 
backsliding. If this cannot be explained, neither 
apparently can it be escaped.  

 
“The average church has so established itself 
organizationally and financially that God is simply 
not necessary to it. So entrenched is its authority 
and so stable are the religious habits of its 
members that God could withdraw Himself 
completely from it and it could run on for years on 
its own momentum.” - A.W. Tozer 12 

 
It’s time for us to begin to be the Church and not 

just attend one. I long for the day when we will turn our 
buildings into a home for runaway girls or forgotten 
seniors, or a sanctuary for children dying from cancer or 
AIDs.  

I long to break apart the asphalt parking lot and 
plow it under to grow affordable food for the families 
living in poverty downtown. I would love to find a way to 
use these resources for God's Kingdom and for the 
people He loves enough to die for instead of allowing it to 
sit empty between services. 

I believe that part of what Jesus was doing on the 
cross was to provide a quality of life for those who would 
follow after Him. That quality of life is connected to His 
vision for His Church.  

He died to create a people who would stop 
meeting in temples in order to be the living temple of 
God.  

He died to create a people who would stop 
submitting to the man-made authority of an earthly priest 
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in order to become members of the Priesthood of 
Believers.  

He died to create a people who would stop 
offering a sacrifice for their sin and start living as 
sacrifices for the good of others – as loving servants who 
act as ambassadors of Christ and His Kingdom. 

Why would you trade God's vision of Church for 
the "sermon and a song" we've made it out to be? 

I pray that the Church would get out of the 
business of being a business and start being the Church 
that Jesus intended us to be all along. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
11 From the article, “Listening to Your Life”, Harper, 1992, p.331. 
 
12 From the book, “Tozer on Christian Leadership”, Christian 
Publications, 2001. 
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Can We Improve on Jesus?  
 

 
 

As someone who makes a living as a copywriter 
for a large technology distribution company, I'm familiar 
with big business strategies and the rules of marketing. 
Over the years, I've attended seminars and workshops 
and sat through corporate sponsored tutorials on image, 
branding, messaging and the ABC's of marketing based 
on how humans behave, how they react, and what they 
respond to. 

Of course, as I've read and studied and discussed 
these concepts on a professional level, it's easy to see 
how someone in the church might want to take 
advantage of these ideas in order to attract more 
attendees on Sunday morning. Why not? If we know that 
people today like this or prefer that, then what's wrong 
with giving them what they want so that we can grow the 
church? 

Perhaps because, as I have already mentioned, 
these methods are really all about manipulation. Perhaps 
it's also because utilizing these methods blurs the actual, 
intended purpose of the Church itself. 

Jesus did not command us to gather large crowds 
of people. Good Marketing can help you attract and keep 
a crowd, but that's not what being a Christian, or 
following Jesus, is all about. 
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At a conference for Data Capture and Point of 
Sale vendors and resellers Janet Schijns of Motorola 
said, "You cannot achieve tomorrow's results with 
yesterday's methods."  

From a business perspective this makes sense. 
Things change and in order to continue to remain 
profitable it's necessary to keep up with the changing 
trends and latch onto the most cutting edge technologies 
available. This works for big biz, but does it work in the 
Church? 

Well, for one thing success in the world of big 
business is about selling things. It's not about making 
friends or loving people or serving others or coming 
alongside the poor or the lonely or the broken. It's not 
about teaching people how to follow Jesus. Big business 
defines success as making money, and lots of it, as fast 
as possible and at the expense of the business down the 
street from you. 

Success in the big business world is about 
competition. It's about growing your profits. It's about 
money. 

Sadly, the Christian Church in America has 
decided that success for them is also about competition 
with the church down the street and about growing larger 
and making more money. But, if we scan the New 
Testament we can plainly see that this isn't what Jesus 
had in mind for His Church. 

The major disconnect is that the Church was 
never meant to be run like a business. The Church, 
according to the New Testament, is a relational army of 
servants who give and share and love those around 
them. It is a family, a bride, an organism and a body. It is 
a living, breathing, loving, giving, serving representation 
of Jesus on this earth.  

Was Jesus concerned with competition? Did he 
affirm his disciples when they chased away someone 
who was healing in his name, or did he rebuke them for 
that behavior?  
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Was Jesus concerned with money? Or did he 
celebrate both the widow's mite and the harlot's 
extravagant alabaster expression of love? 

Was Jesus concerned with attracting large 
crowds? Or did he do his best to thin the crowds? Did he 
retreat to the mountains to be alone? Did he guard his 
time with his disciples and pour his life into a few? 

The quote from Motorola's executive may work for 
big business, but in the Church if we abandon the 
example of Jesus and the patterns of the early church in 
favor of a more business-savvy approach we are in effect 
improving on Jesus. Is that even possible? Can we 
improve Jesus? 

As a contrast to the quote above let me suggest 
that if we really hope to enjoy the fruit that the original 
Christians experienced in the book of Acts we must plant 
and water and nurture as they did. I would suggest that if 
we want what they had we will have to do what they did. 

Let me respectfully suggest an alternate take on 
this quote for the church: "You can’t achieve yesterday’s 
results with today's methods." 

Instead I see pastors beating their heads against 
the wall trying this method or that program to achieve the 
community and the discipleship and the passion for 
Christ that they see in the book of Acts. They continually 
attempt to get what the Acts Christians had without trying 
to do what they did. 

I call this BBQ Waffles because it's like trying to 
duplicate someone's waffle recipe by reading and 
following the advice of gourmet BBQ chefs.  

Big business executives know how to make 
money and increase profits and beat the competition. 
They do not know how to teach people to love or to serve 
or to give or to share and they most especially do not 
know how to teach people how to follow Jesus in their 
everyday life. 

When I look at the early church I am amazed at 
how they remained committed to Jesus and to His 
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teachings of servant hood, love for others, radical 
compassion for the poor and non-violence.  

It's amazing to me that for over 300 years they 
continued to hold fast to the example of Jesus who 
forgave his executioners and prayed for his torturers and 
went like a lamb to the slaughter.  

Even when it appeared that it wasn't working, they 
never gave up on Jesus or His teachings. Even as their 
property was confiscated they held on tight to the 
teachings of Jesus. Even when they were thrown to the 
flames or put to death in the lion's den, they never shrank 
back from the values of the Kingdom or the Gospel of 
Christ.  

At least, that is, until it appeared that they had won 
the victory. Once Constantine declared himself to be a 
Christian and offered them a chance to trade their 
suffering for leisure and their outcast status for popularity, 
they blinked. They settled for the best the Empire could 
give them and they let go of the radical doctrine of Jesus. 

Today many who call themselves "Christians" are 
still unable to let go of their status. They're still unwilling 
to lay down their considerable resources to embrace the 
simple teaching of Jesus. 
 
How Different Are We?  

The Christians in Acts shared all things. The 
Christians in Acts sold their possessions and gave it to 
the poor. The Christians in Acts took their land and their 
property and liquidated them so that others could be fed 
and clothed. Their hope was in Jesus alone. Their trust 
was in the truth of His teachings. 

The Church today is afraid of losing Her tax 
exemption status. The Church today will not sell her 
property and give the money to the poor. The Church 
today does not consider the offering as belonging to the 
poor but as belonging to the Church. Today’s Church is 
often more concerned about the world of politics than in 
the conditions of the poor in the community. 
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Our hope is in our political influence. Our trust is in 
American Democracy and the power of our vote. 

I fear that the Church today has become the polar 
opposite of the Church in Acts. We have become a 
church that seeks material gain for itself rather than to 
share with the poor, the outcast, or the outsiders. 

Even though following Jesus is a lost art; even 
though putting his words into practice may get you into 
trouble; even though others may criticize you and 
persecute you for attempting such a thing, I encourage 
you to follow Jesus today, and every day. 

 
What was Jesus like?  

*Compassionate  
*Loving  
*Caring  
*Concerned for the poor, the sick, the outcast  
*An advocate for peace  
*Radically inclusive  
*Interested in the lives of others  
*Introduced a spiritual solution to our problems  
*Comfortable around sinners 

 
What is the Christian Church like today?  

*Intolerant of those who are not like us 
*Uncomfortable around sinners 
*Concerned for our own personal success  
*Not so concerned with the poor, or the outcast  
*Focused on political solutions to our problems  
*Defined more by what we hate or dislike  
*Largely supportive of war against our enemies  

 
YOU ARE THE TEMPLE OF GOD 

If we are God's new temple what does that mean? 
It means we are now the Holy Place. Our bodies - we are 
now the place where God's Spirit dwells. We carry 
around with us the immediate presence of God where 
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those who are hungry to meet with Him can come and 
connect with Him. 

 
YOU ARE THE ROYAL PRIESTHOOD 

If you and I are the new priesthood it means that 
we are the ones who perform the daily sacrifice. We are 
the ones who are worthy to enter the "Holy of Holies" and 
approach God. We can hear God's voice. We have the 
honor of conveying the message of God to those who are 
outside the Temple. We now play an active role in the 
spiritual health and education of God's people. 

 
YOU ARE THE DAILY SACRIFICE 

If we are the daily, living sacrifice it means each of 
us have special access to God. Because of His ultimate 
sacrifice on the cross, our daily sacrifice bears witness to 
our desire to follow Jesus, surrender our lives to Him, 
and worship God with our entire being. 
 
UNDERSTANDING WHO YOU ARE 

You and I are this same Church. We are the 
people of God. We are part of something more unique 
and fabulous than any of us could have ever imagined. 

Who are you in Christ? You are a new creation. 
You are the Temple of God. You are the Priests of God. 
You are the daily, living sacrifice to God. 

We are a people unlike any the world has ever 
seen or imagined before. We are the Church.  
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Exploitation or Empowerment? 
 
 
 

Just imagine for a moment that you could be part 
of a church where the one thing they were extremely 
good at was to help everyone discover what their calling 
and gifting was. Then imagine that the one thing they 
always did next was to set you free and encourage you to 
follow that dream and live out that God-given calling. 
Wouldn’t that be amazing?  

Wouldn't it be incredible to be part of a church that 
was passionate about helping others realize their hopes 
and live out their dreams? Can you just imagine how 
others would speak of a church like that to their friends? 
"Do you know what these people did for me? They loved 
me, they supported me, they encouraged me, they gave 
me confidence, they cheered me on and they put their 
resources towards making my life-long purpose a reality." 

Wouldn't you want to know how to get to a church 
like that? Wouldn't you be excited to get in line and have 
your turn at being empowered and loved and supported 
and set free to live out the calling and utilize the talents 
God gave to you? 

I just have to wonder, why isn't every Christian 
Church on the face of the planet like this? 

Wolfgang Simson, in his book Houses That 
Change the World, put together a fascinating list to help 
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us see the difference between Church as God intended it 
and Church as we so often experience it: 

 
Give people something to do, or give people 
something to attend. Believe in people, or make 
people believe in you. Delegate authority, or 
require submission to your authority. Further God's 
plan for their life, or make them part of your plans. 
Invest in them, or use them. Love them and show 
it, or love the task more than the people. Give 
them what you have, or take what they have. 
Provide resources for growth, or harvest their 
resources for your own use. Discuss with them, or 
preach at them. Spend time freely with them, or 
require appointments that suit your schedule. Give 
them the keys now, or hold back until you retire. 
Serve them, or get them to serve you. Praise 
them, or accept their praise graciously. Transfer 
master-hood to them, or demonstrate your master-
hood to them. 13 

 
APPLE TREES, NOT JUST APPLES 

Someone once pointed out to me that the goal of 
an apple tree is not to produce more apples. It's to 
produce more apple trees. This is the organic purpose 
found in nature, and it's the organic purpose of the Body 
of Christ as well. 

When an apple tree produces apples that's 
important. You can't really be an apple tree and not 
produce apples, of course. But if everything ended there 
the apple tree would not have achieved the purpose for 
which God designed it. The apple tree must produce 
more apple trees in order to realize its full potential. 
Otherwise, when that tree dies, so does the potential for 
creating more apples. 

In the context of the Christian church I see too 
many pastors and church leaders who are terrified of 
taking their brightest and most talented people and 
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releasing them into the world. They feel that losing those 
gifted, intelligent, talented individuals will somehow make 
their church poorer and weaker. So they expend a whole 
lot of energy trying to keep those people busy and 
connected and plugged in to what they are doing instead 
of encouraging them to discover their gifting and calling 
and releasing them to go and to do whatever it is that 
God has created them for. 

A church that practiced encouraging growth like 
this would be responsible for spawning ministries and 
providing good fruit for the community on an exponential 
level. It would also be living out the command of 
Scripture to seek the good of others around us rather 
than selfishly seeking our own good (see Philippians 2:3). 

Usually the only way someone with talent and 
vision ever leaves one church to start another is when 
they leave under protest and start something all by 
themselves. Why? Because most pastors will tell you that 
they are not ready to start planting a church until they 
reach 500 members. The problem with that is when you 
realize that the average church in America is only about 
250 to 300 people. Most never reach the 500 mark, and 
honestly when they do reach that milestone few of those 
churches ever actually plant another church because 
they have not planned to do so.  
 
JUST IMAGINE 

Imagine what it would be like if the Church really 
was a place where everyone was encouraged and 
empowered and released to live out the calling God has 
placed on them. I believe that any church that actually 
lived that out and practiced this sort of extravagant 
empowerment wouldn't be able to contain the people who 
flocked to their doorstep. They also wouldn't be able to 
survive the flood of people unless they were continually 
sending people out and giving away their brightest and 
best to fulfill the destiny God had placed on them. 
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I can't help but feel that this was what Jesus had in 
mind all along. When he commanded us to love one 
another and share everything we had with others, Jesus 
was deputizing us to do the work he started. Jesus 
trained a handful of men to be salt and light in the world 
and then he cut them loose and set them free to live out 
the things he had taught them. He also commanded them 
to repeat that pattern over and over again. "Go into the 
world and make disciples of all nations...teaching them to 
obey all that I have commanded you..." he said. And 
that's exactly what they did. Over and over again. They 
followed Jesus and they taught others how to follow 
Jesus so that they could go out and teach others how to 
follow Jesus too. 
 
A SCHOOL THAT YOU NEVER GRADUATE FROM 

A friend of mine once pointed out that traditional 
churches today are like schools full of people who will 
never graduate. Everyone has to sit through essentially 
the same lecture each week and there is no homework 
(so the pastor doesn't test who is putting things into 
practice or not), and worst of all no one ever graduates 
and becomes an instructor themselves. 

Here's a great solution: Teach people to become 
teachers. If you are in the habit of training others to 
become trainers of others (this is a very basic principle of 
discipleship), you will eventually end up with a church full 
of teachers and trainers who are training others to also 
be teachers and trainers.  
 
RETURN TO THE PRIESTHOOD OF BELIEVERS 

Most pastors and on-staff ministers can relate to 
the fact that only a handful of people do all the work and 
ministry in the Body while 80% to 90% sit back and do 
nothing. This creates frustration, burn-out and, honestly, 
a large group of underdeveloped disciples. 
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What happened to the Priesthood of the Believer? 
What happened to opening the Word of God and trusting 
the Holy Spirit to lead you into all truth? 

 
“But you are not like that, for you are a chosen 
people. You are royal priests, a holy nation, God’s 
very own possession. As a result, you can show 
others the goodness of God, for he called you out 
of the darkness into his wonderful light.” (1 Peter 
2:9) 
 
The liberty offered to us in Christ Jesus was meant 

to empower every believer to become a committed and 
devoted disciple who goes and creates other committed 
and devoted disciples. The early church was not full of 
seminary trained Bible teachers. Most of those who lead 
the weekly gatherings in their homes were average, 
ordinary people like you and me. They were led by the 
Holy Spirit as they prayed, studied the Scriptures and 
met together with other followers of Jesus each week. 

In my experience within the house church I can 
testify to the truth of the Scriptures where God promises 
that He will build His church. He doesn’t need our help. 
He is also true to His word and promise that the Holy 
Spirit will lead us into all Truth (John 16:13; 1 Cor 12) 
 
THE POWER OF LETTING GO 

We have a tendency in our traditional churches to 
centralize certain people as leaders and, in turn, we 
disqualify everyone else from participating. I believe that 
this is not the way God intended things to be. We were 
not saved and filled with the Holy Spirit to simply remain 
spectators as a select few act out their calling and live 
out their purpose. 

Each of us in the Body of Christ has a specific 
calling and gift. If we are not set free to use it as God 
intended not only will we suffer as individuals, we will 
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suffer as a Body, and the nation will suffer due to our 
unrealized potential. 

Let me encourage you to discover your calling as 
a valued member of God’s Family. Once you’ve heard 
God’s voice and you’ve understood the purpose God has 
for you as an agent of change within this culture, let me 
be the first to urge you to step outside the nest and 
spread your wings. 

If you feel called to start a Bible Study in your 
home, do it. If you feel called to go out into the streets 
and reach out to the homeless, or to the prostitute, go for 
it. If you have a passion to start a new kind of church that 
facilitates community and reaches a new generation, 
make it so. 

Don’t allow anyone to hold you back. The 
Kingdom is wide open. Take that first leap...and soar! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
13 From the book, Houses That Change The World’, page 208. 
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Practicing Christianity 
 
 
 

According to the New Testament, the Christian 
faith was inaugurated at Pentecost when the Holy Spirit, 
in fulfillment of Joel 2:28-32, was poured out on all flesh. 
From that day forward, the followers of Jesus became 
empowered to preach the Gospel, baptize new believers, 
plant churches, and share communion with other 
believers. Every follower was in the ministry of Jesus 
Christ. There was no distinction between clergy and laity 
because in their minds, every follower of Jesus was 
“…being built into a spiritual house to be a holy 
priesthood, offering spiritual sacrifices acceptable to God 
through Jesus Christ." (1 Peter 2:5) 

When the Spirit of Almighty God was poured out 
on all flesh at Pentecost, those first Christians got it. They 
understood that the same Holy Spirit of God that once 
rested over the ark of the covenant behind a 300 pound 
veil in the Temple of Jerusalem was now living within 
their own hearts. They were excited beyond belief and 
consumed with a fire and a passion to share this living 
presence of God with everyone they knew.  

The original Christian church was one “not made 
with human hands”. Rather than following “the pattern of 
this world” the Biblical Christian church was birthed by 
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the Spirit of God, empowered by the words of Christ, and 
under submission to the Father. Simply put, the Christian 
church we read about in the New Testament was 
something that God was doing, not men. In contrast to 
our Church today, the first Christians were ordained by 
the Holy Spirit of God Himself and sent out to proclaim 
the Gospel, the Good News, that the Kingdom of God 
had come to every man, woman and child. 

The artificial, man-made hierarchy we see in the 
Christian church today is not what the Church practiced 
under the Apostles in the New Testament. Unfortunately, 
over time, the Christian church surrendered the Spirit-
filled approach where everyone contributed for a more 
top-down approach. Of course, as we’ve already seen, 
Jesus hoped to inspire a movement where men and 
women were all empowered by the Holy Spirit to be 
functioning priests in the Body. 

I believe this is partly why Jesus strategically 
chose his disciples from among the most common and 
ordinary strata of society. He wanted to make sure that 
when a run-of-the-mill fisherman stood up and 
proclaimed the Gospel no one would bow down and 
worship him. Instead, the people saw ordinary men and 
women just like themselves - uneducated, dirty, and 
painfully normal people - who had been caught up into 
the eternal purpose of God. 

When Peter spoke under the power of the Holy 
Spirit, or when Paul prayed for people to be healed, or 
when any of those unnamed disciples ministered to one 
another in the Body, everyone knew it was God doing the 
work, not the people themselves. 

 
“When they saw the courage of Peter and John 
and realized that they were unschooled, ordinary 
men, they were astonished and they took note that 
these men had been with Jesus.” (Acts 4:13) 
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When they gathered together it wasn’t to hear 
words of “eloquence or superior wisdom” but to 
experience Jesus in their midst as the Head of the Body 
and to share Him through a communion that went beyond 
bread and wine. The original, New Testament Christians 
were empowered, “not with wise and persuasive words, 
but with a demonstration of the Spirit's power” (1 Cor. 
2:1-5) 

The Church is what God is doing, not what we are 
doing. We are living stones, but only because we are 
filled with the Life of Christ by the power of the Holy 
Spirit. Gathering apart from that is just a gathering. When 
we come together, to the Living Stone, we also like living 
stones are built up into a holy priesthood, offering 
sacrifices of praise to celebrate our Risen Lord who is 
present with us in the meeting. 

Can you imagine being in a room with Jesus and 
allowing someone other than Him to speak for over an 
hour? Can you imagine experiencing the awesome 
presence of the Spirit of the Living God and reading 
announcements? Clearly, if we actually believed that 
Jesus was in our midst when we came together as a 
church, our response would be radically different than 
what we’ve come to expect as normative Christianity. 

The Body of Christ is an expression of the 
tangible, resurrected Christ. Have we settled for less? 
Have we become comfortable listening to the wisdom of 
men rather than waiting quietly for the whisper of our 
Eternal Creator? 

The more I read the New Testament the more I 
see a people who were caught up in something beyond 
themselves. They were the most common, uneducated, 
normal people you can imagine. Even their leaders were 
humble, ordinary, everyday men and women who saw 
themselves as fortunate participants in the fulfillment of 
Biblical prophecy and the heart’s desire of Almighty God 
to reveal Himself to the World. 
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God’s Relational Church 
 
 
 

" The purpose of the Christian meeting was to hold 
the common meal, and to make it a memorial of Jesus’ 
Last Supper with the disciples . . . The exercise of the 
spiritual gifts was thus the characteristic element in 
primitive worship. Those gifts might vary in their nature 
and degree according to the capacity of each individual, 
but they were bestowed on all and room was allowed in 
the service for the participation of all who were present. 
Every member was expected to contribute something of 
his own to the common worship . . . . Worship in those 
first days was independent of all forms."-  Ernest F. Scott 14 
 

It is not God's plan for us to be alone. He has 
designed His Church to operate as a Family, and as a 
Body, where each part depends upon the others. 

Whenever Satan wants to attack one of us, he 
always starts by isolating us from the rest of the Body of 
Christ. Our Enemy knows that if he can separate us from 
the Body, he can cut off our source of strength, 
encouragement, love, and the rest of those God 
designed us to be in fellowship with. It's very true: United 
we stand. Divided we fall. 
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"Let us not give up meeting together, as some are 
in the habit of doing, but let us encourage one 
another—and all the more as you see the Day 
approaching." (Hebrews 10:25) 

 
WE NEED EACH OTHER 

God has purposely designed His Church to be 
interdependent and connected at the molecular level. 
We've each been given different gifts for the purpose of 
helping one another to grow to maturity in Christ. Each of 
us has a spiritual gift (yes, even you) and it only works 
when we use it for the benefit of others within the Body. 
The early church did not resemble what we experience 
today. The weekly gathering was in a home, meals were 
shared, everyone contributed and there was no visible 
leader in the group who did all the talking or teaching 
while the rest of them listened. 

According to 1 Corinthians 12, God has designed 
His Church to act relationally. He has given everything 
the Body needs to function and grow to the members of 
the Body itself, "for the common good". The Body is able 
to thrive through the power and indwelling of the Holy 
Spirit, which lives within each member of this Body. 

If you read 1 Corinthians 12 and elsewhere in the 
New Testament, you will not see any teaching or practice 
within the Body of Christ where all of the gifts flow from 
one elect leader to everyone else so that they can grow, 
mature, receive mercy, etc. What God did do was to give 
all of the gifts to various people distributed throughout the 
Body.  

In God's relational design for His Church, the 
encouragement you need is available from someone else 
in the Body. This means you need the rest of us. It 
means we need you. We need each other to grow and 
mature. 

Couldn't God have given each person the spiritual 
gift they needed, when they needed it? Yes, of course He 
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could have. But then we wouldn't need to relate to one 
another.   

Instead, God's plan was to place the gift you need 
most in the hands of someone else so that you and I are 
required to communicate our needs with one another. It 
is necessary for the life and health of the Body that we 
share our weakness and that we share the gifts we have 
been given. 

 
"Just as each of us has one body with many 
members, and these members do not all have the 
same function, so in Christ we who are many form 
one body, and each member belongs to all the 
others." (Rom.12: 4-5) 
 
We belong to one another. We need each other. 

We cannot survive alone. 
 
WHOSE WILL BE DONE? 

I've counseled several people over the years who 
have been wounded by someone in the Body, or fallen 
into a pattern of sin, or given in to depression. In each 
case they often feel that they must retreat from the Body 
in order to heal, or to think, or to "take a break" from 
Church. 

Whenever we do this we are allowing ourselves to 
play into Satan's hand. Our enemy knows that if he can 
isolate us from the rest of the Body (which was designed 
by God to strengthen us and build us up in our faith), he 
has already won the battle. 

We need one another. We were designed by God 
to love and to help and to serve and strengthen one 
another. If we remove ourselves from fellowship I have to 
ask, "Whose will is being done?" Certainly not God's will. 

If you find yourself in a place where you're drawing 
away from the rest of the Body of Christ, you need to 
remember that you belong to Jesus and it's time to return 
to fellowship in obedience to His Love for you. 
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KNOWING AND BEING KNOWN 

Sometimes people in the Body of Christ will hop 
around from place to place and church to church, visiting 
here one week and there the next week. By doing this 
they avoid accountability and embrace anonymity which 
is just as dangerous as staying home completely. 

Again, God designed the Body to be relational. If 
we refuse to allow others to know us, if we avoid intimacy 
in the Body of Christ, we are denying our own spiritual 
DNA as members of God's Family. When we embrace 
anonymity we are opening the door for the enemy to 
draw us away from God and His people. 

A good friend of mine shared that his house 
church family was actively learning to see everything as 
an opportunity to learn how to love God and love others, 
or how to receive love from God and receive love from 
others. 

God designed His Church, (that's you and I), to 
operate best when we are sharing openly and loving one 
another intimately. We can't do that if no one knows us – 
our pain, our doubts, our hopes, our fears, our dreams, 
our joys, our sadness, our tears. We have to learn to love 
others, and to be loved by others, and by God, in all that 
we do. 

In our modern day traditional American church we 
have abandoned a relational, family structure and 
embraced a corporate, business model for the Church. 
We have shifted to an organizational model and not an 
organism model. 

In the words of author and theologian W. Carl 
Ketcherside,  

 
“We are not left to test and experiment with other 
forms and ideas. God has established a system 
which is the climax of all his creative genius. The 
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inferior priesthood of the past pointed toward this 
sublime age of universal priesthood. We are not to 
go back to the literal and limited ministry of the 
previous dispensation, but we are to implement 
and utilize the spiritual and comprehensive 
priesthood made possible by the one who first 
became both sacrifice and priest. God's plan will 
work for us, if we will work his plan for him.” 15 
 
Do models matter? Yes, they do. If you attempted 

to run your family like a business it would change the 
dynamic of your family. Decisions would be made to 
benefit the business first and the concept of family would 
become lost in the new corporate structure of your home. 

God's design for His Church is important. If we are 
dying for community it's because we've abandoned a 
relational form of Church. If we see our pastors burn out 
and fall away it's because we've twisted God's relational 
plan for His Church into a one-man show. If our churches 
are unfriendly and cold it's because we have forsaken a 
family approach and embraced a corporate structure. 

If we're really interested in following God's Word, 
it's important for us to listen to what it says, and to put 
these things into practice. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
14 Ernest F. Scott, from The Nature of the Early Church, Charles 
Scribner’s Sons, 1941, pp.75-87. 

 
15 From The Royal Priesthood, Chapter 11. 
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"Increasing institutionalism is the clearest mark of 
early Catholicism - when church becomes increasingly 
identified with institution, when authority becomes 
increasingly coterminous with office, when a basic 
distinction between clergy and laity becomes increasingly 
self-evident, when grace becomes increasingly narrowed 
to well-defined ritual acts….such features were absent 
from first generation Christianity, though in the second 
generation the picture was beginning to change."   

– James D.G. Dunn, Unity and Diversity in the 
New Testament, Westminster Press, 1977, p.351. 
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Merely Followers 
 

 
"(The Pharisees) do all their deeds to be seen by 
others...and they love the place of honor at feasts and 
the best seats in the synagogues and greetings in the 
marketplaces and being called rabbi by others," Jesus 
said to his disciples. "But you are not to be called rabbi, 
for you have one teacher, and you are all brothers." 

 (Matt 23: 5) 
 

These instructions from our Lord Jesus are all but 
forgotten in today's Church. The organizations that dot 
the fruited plains with His name over the door have not 
followed the advice of their founder when it comes to 
leadership. 

In fact, not only do we have numerous "rabbis" 
and "teachers" clogging the airwaves and bookshelves in 
our modern version of Christendom, we have also 
become obsessed with the concept of leadership in the 
Church. We have Leadership Conferences and 
Leadership Study Bibles and Leadership sections in our 
bookstores – all devoted to making us better leaders. 

With all this special attention placed on leadership 
and raising up leaders, it's almost as if we’re doing all we 
can to avoid the idea of being merely a follower. Our 
obsession with leadership suggests to everyone that to 
be a follower is to be pathetically average. To be a 
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follower is to be lazy. Only those who lack ambition are 
just followers. It's only the serious Christians who desire 
to be successful and to be successful in the Body of 
Christ means being identified as a person with leadership 
skills and the potential to lead others. 

In our lust for position as leaders we've convinced 
ourselves that being a leader is part of fulfilling our 
command to make disciples and preach the Gospel to 
every creature. Yet we cannot truly make a disciple (a 
follower) unless we ourselves are also disciples and 
followers of Jesus. This means we must first become 
devoted to the idea of humbling ourselves daily, taking up 
our cross, and following Jesus before we dare to instruct 
someone else in this path. 

If our desire to lead is based on the idea that we're 
a better speaker or teacher than someone else, or if it's 
based on the feeling we get when people treat us like 
leaders, then we're in leadership for the wrong reasons. 
I can remember being at Pastor’s conferences where the 
idea of being seen as a great leader in the eyes of all the 
other great leaders was the only thing on anyone's mind, 
including my own.  

All the posturing, the off-hand remarks about the 
size of my church or the casual references to the 
innovative approach we were taking to ministry were all 
calculated to raise my stature in the eyes of the other 
pastors in the room.  

It didn't seem so bad to me at the time because 
everyone else was behaving the same way. Today I 
realize there's more to leadership than being perceived 
as the one with all the answers and I fully repent of this 
self-centered pursuit of man's approval. 

Our ultimate model for leadership is Jesus. He 
demonstrated a leadership style that flies in the face of 
our popular ideas of what it means to be a leader. Jesus 
laid aside his great authority and power and humbled 
himself from the very beginning, taking on the role of a 
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servant, making himself nothing. Our attitude should be 
the same. (See Philippians chapter 2).  

Even in the House Church Movement we have 
started to fall into this leadership-centric mindset with 
authors and experts being sought after to speak at large 
conferences around the country. We're beginning to 
create our very own house church celebrities now, and 
this troubles me. If there's anything our movement can 
contribute to the Church as a whole it's the concept that 
everyone matters, not just the leaders among us who 
instruct and guide us. 

Jesus was the one who told his disciples that the 
one who wants to be the leader has to be willing to wash 
feet, and serve others and above all to put the needs of 
others ahead of their own.  

 
"The greatest among you shall be your servant," 
Jesus said. "Whoever exalts himself will be 
humbled, and whoever humbles himself will be 
exalted." (Matt 23:5-12) 
 
It may not be popular to merely follow Jesus 

today, but it's the main thing each of us is called to be – a 
humble follower of Jesus who teaches others how to 
humbly follow Jesus too. 

 
WHERE ARE THE PASTORS? 

Where are all the Pastors in the New Testament? 
Why are they absent if they are so crucial to the life of the 
Body? Why is the word only used once in the entire New 
Testament? Why are no letters addressed to them from 
the Apostles? Why are the Elders (plural) the main form 
of leadership we see in the New Testament? What were 
the qualifications necessary to be an Elder or an 
Overseer? What do these words even mean? 

First of all, there is no direct correlation in the New 
Testament to our modern pastors. None. The word only 
appears once in the New Testament and it is never 
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unpacked adequately for us to understand exactly what a 
pastor did. However we can extrapolate based on the 
root of the word which means "to shepherd.” Therefore, 
pastors were to shepherd the flock and care for them, 
spiritually. Beyond that we have no other instructions 
regarding a pastor. 

Make no mistake, the leaders of the early church 
were not the pastors. The most common of all of the New 
Testament references to leaders are either "elders" or 
"overseers" and the two are used almost interchangeably 
throughout the epistles. The term "elders" applies to 
those who were "old" or "mature". Essentially they were 
to be followed because they were wise and they 
deserved respect. The "overseers" were simply those 
who helped to "oversee" or "facilitate" the gatherings of 
believers. 

From what we see in the New Testament, every 
church had more than one elder and numerous 
overseers who helped to guide the church and lead them 
to follow Christ. 

It's fascinating to me that the letters to the 
Churches in the New Testament are never addressed to 
the leaders directly, but instead to the Church as a whole. 

Certainly there are a few exceptions. Some letters 
are written directly to people like Timothy or Philemon. 

Although many pastors assume that Timothy is an 
example of a Biblical pastor, in actuality Timothy was 
engaged in work similar to that of Paul who was busy 
travelling and preaching the Gospel and planting 
churches. Timothy is told by Paul to "do the work of an 
evangelist" – not a pastor. Timothy certainly didn't stay in 
one place and teach the same people week after week, 
except in this one case where Paul asked him to do so. 

Therefore, Timothy is an example of an evangelist 
or apostle, not a pastor as we might know one today. 

The church in Corinth is a fascinating example of a 
church with numerous moral and ethical failures, yet 
when Paul writes to correct them he doesn't address their 
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pastor and command him to fix things. In fact, he doesn't 
even address their elders or overseers to respond to this 
by exercising their authority over the people. Why were 
the pastors, or for that matter the elders of the church, 
not commanded to exercise their authority and deal with 
the very serious moral failures within the Church in 
Corinth? Perhaps because Paul understood that the 
Body itself was capable of coming together to correct the 
problem themselves. Something he hints at when he 
says, "Do you not know that we will judge angels? How 
much more matters of this life?" (1 Corinthians 6:3) 
 
A DIFFERENT KIND OF SUBMISSION 

I would like to humbly suggest that "Authority", and 
"Submission" do not necessarily imply organizational 
structures are at work in the New Testament Church. 
Submission is something that all believers are urged to 
do, and authority is only to be submitted to if it is in line 
with God’s Word and not on the basis of an office or 
appointment.   

 
"Submit to one another out of reverence for 
Christ." (Ephesians 5:21) 
 
Everyone is urged to submit to everyone else. It's 

a shared submission among brothers and sisters in 
Christ who are equals and who humbly care for one 
another. Only Christ is the head, or the leader, of the 
Church. 

Many are of the opinion that Jesus actually taught 
and promoted hierarchy in the Church, something I find 
alarming and dangerous. But, just for a moment, let me 
ask, "What would we expect to see in the New Testament 
if Jesus didn’t want His Church to be run like a 
hierarchy?” 

Wouldn't we expect to see Jesus condemning this 
practice? Perhaps he would have pointed to a 
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hierarchical system and commanded His disciples not to 
follow that example? 

 
"Jesus called them together and said, ‘You know 
that those who are regarded as rulers of the 
Gentiles lord it over them, and their high officials 
exercise authority over them. Not so with you. 
Instead, whoever wants to become great among 
you must be your servant, and whoever wants to 
be first must be slave of all. For even the Son of 
Man did not come to be served, but to serve, and 
to give his life as a ransom for many.’” (Mk.10:42-
45) 
 
Does Jesus command his disciples not to exercise 

authority over people? Yes, he clearly and plainly does. 
What, then, are today's pastors doing if they are not 
exercising their authority over their church members? 
Isn't this a fair question to ask? Am I allowed to point out 
the disconnect between what Jesus says and what His 
Church actually does, or does not, do? 

Here, in the Gospel of Mark, Jesus points to the 
Roman Government (a secular hierarchy) and 
commands his disciples not to imitate this system of 
lording it over people or exercising authority over those 
who follow. 

In the Gospel of Matthew, Jesus points to a 
religious system of hierarchy and instructs them (again) 
not to imitate this system of hierarchy where the 
"Teacher" is exalted over the student. Instead, he says, 
remember that you are all brethren: 

 
"But you are not to be called 'Rabbi,' for you have 
only one Master and you are all brothers. And do 
not call anyone on earth 'father,' for you have one 
Father, and he is in heaven. Nor are you to be 
called 'teacher,' for you have one Teacher, the 
Christ. The greatest among you will be your 
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servant. For whoever exalts himself will be 
humbled, and whoever humbles himself will be 
exalted." (Matt. 23:8-12) 
 
Next, let's look at the Apostles themselves. If they 

heard Jesus commanding them to avoid the hierarchical 
system of leadership, wouldn't we see evidence that they 
obeyed this command? Did they take his words to heart? 
Let's see: 

 
"Not that we lord it over your faith, but we work 
with you for your joy, because it is by faith you 
stand firm." (2 Cor.1:24) 
 
Paul the Apostle obeys Jesus and refuses to "lord 

it over" those who follow Christ alongside him. Instead he 
works with them, as a brother, not as an authority figure. 

 
"To the elders among you, I appeal as a fellow 
elder, a witness of Christ's sufferings and one who 
also will share in the glory to be revealed: Be 
shepherds of God's flock that is under your care, 
serving as overseers—not because you must, but 
because you are willing, as God wants you to be; 
not greedy for money, but eager to serve; not 
lording it over those entrusted to you, but being 
examples to the flock. And when the Chief 
Shepherd appears, you will receive the crown of 
glory that will never fade away."(1 Peter 5:1-4) 
 
Here, Peter identifies himself, not as an Apostle, 

but as a fellow elder among the brethren. He then urges 
these elders (plural) to serve as overseers because they 
are willing, not because they have been handed a title or 
an appointment, and especially urges them to be careful 
not to "lord it over those entrusted to you, but being 
examples to the flock" – as Jesus commanded him 
several years earlier. 
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Having said all of this, doesn't the New Testament 
ask that we submit to our leaders? Yes, it does. For 
example:  

 
"Obey your leaders and submit to their authority. 
They keep watch over you as men who must give 
an account. Obey them so that their work will be a 
joy, not a burden, for that would be of no 
advantage to you." (Hebrews 13: 17) 
 
This passage in Hebrews above suffers from a 

horrible translation of the original Greek. The word 
“authority” is not in the text. “Let yourself be persuaded 
by your leaders” is a better wording of the passage. 
Therefore, we are to be submissive to the humble, Godly 
leadership of those within the Body as it is applied for our 
spiritual edification and development. 

Let me be clear, I am not arguing against 
leadership here. Not at all. Every church needs 
leadership, and this is also clearly taught in the New 
Testament. However I would like to ask us to consider 
the possibility that leadership doesn't automatically mean 
top-down, authoritarianism. Jesus modeled something 
different than this, and then he commanded his disciples 
to emulate his example. 

So, going back to our verse above, you might read 
this and ask, "What is the basis for our submission to our 
leaders?" Does their authority rest in the office they hold, 
or is it found in something else? Are we to submit to 
these leaders only because they hold an office? Or are 
we to submit to them as they point us to follow Christ? 
Hopefully we do not blindly follow people because they 
are "the Pastor" or because they have a title of authority. 

No, the only authority we are to submit to is Christ 
Himself. To me, this truth is self-evident when we look at 
the New Testament as a whole.  

Earlier in this same chapter, the writer of Hebrews, 
in chapter 13 and verse 7 says, "Remember your 
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leaders, who spoke the word of God to you. Consider the 
outcome of their way of life and imitate their faith." 

Here we are told to submit to our leaders as they 
speak the Word of God to us. Not to them as authorities 
in and of themselves, but as humble servants who 
lovingly teach us to follow Christ, and who then 
demonstrate this by their actual lives of faith. 

Submission then is to Christ and to the Word of 
God. If our leaders handle and teach the Word of God 
wisely, and if they faithfully live lives that reflect Christ, 
then we are to submit to their instruction. But only if. 
Submission is not based on any authority held by one in 
an office or position. Otherwise, we would be 
accountable to obey leaders simply because they held 
that office, regardless of whether or not their lives 
reflected Christ or their teaching of God's Word was true. 

If we follow the policy of hierarchy for the sake of 
itself we can end up with someone holding an office 
within the Church and exercising authority even if they 
are not followers of Christ. Such a person should have no 
actual authority in any spiritual sense over the life of 
believers. What counts is character, not the office or the 
position. However, someone with no organizational office 
may, because of gifting by the Holy Spirit and sincere 
love for others, have actual authority to speak and teach 
and lead his brothers and sisters in Christ (who are his 
equals).  

Institutional Churches that employ a man-made 
organizational method can only hope to mimic the kind of 
leadership such as the "rulers of the gentiles" possess, 
something that Jesus expressly commanded us not to 
do, saying "It shall not be so among you!" (Matthew 
20:25-26) 

The Holy Spirit is the only source of spiritual 
authority and accountability in the Church through real-
life relationships, not titles handed down by men. 

Did the Apostles depend upon the authority of 
men or did they give any weight to the opinions of men? 
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Apparently they did not. For example, Paul says, "Are we 
beginning to commend ourselves again? Or do we need, 
like some people, letters of recommendation to you or 
from you? You yourselves are our letter, written on our 
hearts, known and read by everybody." (2 Cor. 3:1-2) 

If hierarchy was so important in the early church, 
why don't we see them exercising it? Why do we see 
them operating as a Body and not as a business? 
Perhaps the answers are right in front of us? Are we 
courageous enough to answer truthfully? 

Richard Halverson famously said, "When the 
Greeks got the Gospel, they turned it into a philosophy; 
when the Romans got it, they turned it into a government; 
when the Europeans got it, they turned it into a culture; 
and when the Americans got it, they turned it into a 
business."16 

I pray that God's people would see that they were 
never intended to be run like a business, and instead 
that, according to the Word of God, they are simply a 
Family, a Body, an Organism, and a Bride. 

 
What Is An Apostle? 

As I've been studying the early church the 
question came to me, "Where did the word 'Apostle' 
come from?" Looking at the New Testament the word 
simply appears out of nowhere as the twelve disciples 
are suddenly, without explanation, referred to as 
apostles. I started to wonder, "What was the origin of this 
word? What did it mean to those first century followers of 
Jesus who heard the word? Was it foreign or strange to 
them? Did it carry the same meaning for them that it does 
for us today?" 

The word “Apostle” comes from the Ancient 
Greek, "apostolos," which is translated as "someone sent 
out," or "missionary." 

According to Walter Bauer's Greek-English 
Lexicon of the NT: "Judaism had an office known as 
apostle." The Friberg Greek Lexicon gives a broad 
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definition as one who is sent on a mission, a 
commissioned representative of a congregation, a 
messenger for God, a person who has the special task of 
founding and establishing churches. The UBS Greek 
Dictionary also describes an apostle broadly as a 
“messenger.” 

With this we can understand a little more about 
how the early church viewed the apostles. They were 
church-planting missionaries who preached the Gospel of 
the Kingdom and continued the ministry of Jesus, the 
Messiah.  

When we look at the New Testament we see 
plenty of evidence to support this. Peter, James, John, 
Paul and the other apostles were primarily concerned 
with traveling to share the Gospel, plant churches and 
establish a framework for what it meant to be a follower 
of Jesus. 

Christians today seem to hold the apostolic gifting 
as one above and beyond the common persons of 
Christendom. Many even go so far as to suggest that 
there are no apostles in today's church, which is to say 
that there are no longer church planters or missionaries 
who are called by God to evangelize the nations and 
establish the Church of God in the community. 

When we read passages like Ephesians 4, verse 
11-13 with this in mind it should give us a new 
perspective on the term "apostle" and the way the early 
church thought of these people within the Body itself: 

 
"It was he (Jesus) who gave some to be apostles, 
some to be prophets, some to be evangelists, and 
some to be pastors and teachers, to prepare 
God's people for works of service, so that the body 
of Christ may be built up until we all reach unity in 
the faith and in the knowledge of the Son of God 
and become mature, attaining to the whole 
measure of the fullness of Christ." 
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Apostles (church-planting missionaries) were 
necessary to communicate the Gospel of the Kingdom 
and establish the Church in Jerusalem, and Samaria, and 
the uttermost parts of the Earth. They were "first" in a 
chronological sense because, unless there is someone to 
go out and preach the Gospel and do the work of an 
evangelist or missionary, the Church couldn't be 
established. Once the Gospel is preached, people 
respond, groups are formed and the Church is 
established within a community, then the Holy Spirit 
provides for some to become their teachers, their 
shepherds, and to do the works of service. 
 
NOT A HIERARCHY 

I've spent a lot of energy defending the idea that 
the early church had no hierarchical form of leadership as 
we know it today. As we begin to see a more practical 
image of an apostle as a church-planting missionary, this 
further solidifies the assertion that hierarchy wasn't part 
of the original Christian experience.  

This is why we see Jesus commanding the 
disciples (and future apostles) not to be like the secular 
Romans or the religious Pharisees who love to "lord it 
over" their followers. Instead, Jesus both commanded 
and modeled a bottom-up form of servant leadership, not 
a top-down form of CEO leadership.  
 
MORE THAN 12 APOSTLES 

Another surprising discovery in the New 
Testament is that the apostles are not limited to just "The 
Twelve" we usually hear about on Sunday morning. 
These additional Apostles (or "Missionary Church-
planters") include Barnabas (Acts 14:14), Andronicus and 
Junia (Romans 16:7), Silas and Timothy (I Thessalonians 
1:1; 2:6, Acts 15:40), and Apollos (1Corinthians 4:6; 4:9; 
3:22; 3:4-6). 

It's quite fascinating also to consider that many 
scholars confirm the strongest evidence that the apostle 
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Junia was female (see Romans 16:7) which gives further 
weight to the idea that the apostolic gifting was simply 
about doing missionary work and planting churches, not 
about authority or hierarchy.  

Even more interesting is that Jesus himself is 
named among the apostles in Hebrews 3:1 where he is 
referred to as the "apostle and high priest of our 
professed faith.” In this passage Jesus is identified as the 
first missionary church-planter who called the twelve 
disciples to follow him so that he could teach them to be 
"fishers of men.” 

While there is a special and unique connection 
between the original twelve disciples who walked and 
talked with Jesus personally, and even Paul who 
encountered the risen Christ in a vision, the actual 
functional position of an apostle is no more important or 
special than any other spiritual gift or function within the 
Body.  

The Apostles were very simply and practically the 
ones who did the work of missionary evangelism and 
planted churches, and God is still calling His people to be 
missionaries into the community and plant churches that 
interact with the culture. 

Apostolic succession, then, is simply a 
continuation of the traditional preaching of the Gospel of 
the Kingdom, making disciples, planting churches within 
the community and raising up others who will continually 
do the same. 

 
The Myth of the Pastoral Epistles  

The letters of Paul to Timothy, and the book of 
Titus (and sometimes Philemon) are commonly referred 
to as the Pastoral Epistles of Paul the Apostle. 

Never mind that these are not written to Pastors.  
Never mind that Timothy is, like Paul, a travelling 
missionary and church-planting evangelist. Never mind 
that Titus is also not a pastor but has been "left behind in 
Crete" to help establish a church community there before 
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he moves on to plant other churches elsewhere. Never 
mind that Philemon isn't anything other than a slave-
owner who needs encouragement from Paul regarding 
treatment of said slave. Never mind that both of the 
epistles to Timothy and the one to Titus deal primarily 
with the character of elders (plural) within the church 
community. Never mind that the word "Pastor" does not 
appear in any of these so-called "Pastoral Epistles.” 
Never mind that the word "Pastor" only appears once in 
the entire New Testament, and then it is in the plural. 

As long as you can overlook all of these minor 
details, you should have no problem referring to these as 
the “Pastoral Epistles” of Paul. 

 
What Does It Mean To Be A Minister? 

The definition of the world "minister" from the 
original Greek, according to Strong's Concordance:  

 
"One who executes the commands of another, 
esp. of a master, a servant, attendant, minister."  
1a) the servant of a king; 1b) a deacon, one who, 
by virtue of the office assigned to him by the 
church, cares for the poor and has charge of and 
distributes the money collected for their use; 1c) a 
waiter, one who serves food and drink. 
 
It’s fascinating that most think of a Minister as the 

power-tie wearing, spiritual authority figure and CEO of 
the local Christian franchise. 

Wouldn't it be awesome if pastors and ministers 
simply loved and served people because it was what God 
called them to do and not because they were being paid 
handsomely? 

As I’ve been exploring spiritual gifts and how God 
uses them in the Body, I've realized that all spiritual gifts 
are for the benefit of others, not ourselves. The gift to 
shepherd is intended to provide spiritual care for the rest 
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of the Body, not a position of authority and power to be 
"Lorded over" the people of God. 

If being a shepherd is a gift from God, like the 
spiritual gift of encouragement or administration or 
speaking in tongues, this means that a twelve year old 
girl could have the gift to pastor or shepherd others. 

It also means that one could attend seminary and 
command a high salary at a mega-church and not have 
the gift to pastor at all. 

God gives this gift to His people in order to make 
sure they are cared for and loved and are spiritually 
healthy, not so that some can be the center of attention 
at the expense of others.  

Most of us, when we think of the word "Pastor" get 
a mental image of a guy in a suit who stands up on the 
big stage each Sunday and gives a long, power-pointed 
speech right after the offering plate is passed. But, that is 
not what Biblical pastoring is about at all. 
  Even though the New Testament is largely silent 
on the subject, our churches today have made the pastor 
the single most important position within the Body of 
Christ.  

As John H. Yoder points out, "There are few more 
reliable constants running through all human society than 
the special place every human community makes for the 
professional religionist . . . in every case he disposes a 
unique quality, which he usually possesses for life, which 
alone qualifies him for his function, and beside which the 
mass of men are identifiable negatively as “laymen,” i.e., 
non-bearers of this special quality . . . One person per 
place is enough to do what he needs to do . . . the 
clergyman mediates between the common life and the 
realm of the “invisible” or the “spiritual” . . . No one balks 
at what his services cost.”17 

To be sure, God does provide people within the 
Body of Christ to help shepherd or pastor us. However, 
our mental pictures of this function are way off base. We 
picture a CEO in a power tie, but the Scriptures suggest 
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a simple person who knows how to wash feet. 
  The word "Minister" implies one who serves, and 
yet in our society we've made the position into a 
professional office where all authority and power, 
prestige and wisdom flow down from on high. 
  Jesus modeled something so much greater for us 
when he put on the robes of a slave and knelt down to 
wash the feet of his disciples. He served them. The 
scriptures say that, He expressed the "fullness of his 
love" to them in this simple act of service and humility. 
  What's more, when he was finished he sat down 
and asked them, "Do you know what I have done for 
you?" He wanted them to understand the importance of 
serving one another, not "Lording it over" their subjects 
as the Pharisees were known to do.  
  If we're honest, most of what passes for Pastoral 
leadership today looks a whole lot more like the "Lording 
it over" process modeled by the Pharisees than it does 
like the "putting on the robe of a servant" as Jesus did. 
  Honestly, the shepherd is simply one who has 
been gifted by the Holy Spirit to serve others. God is the 
One who calls people and then gives them the spiritual 
gift of a pastor. This means that you could go to seminary 
and get a degree, but still not have the genuine spiritual 
gift of a pastor, or shepherd, in God’s family.  
  It also means you could be a teenager or a house 
wife and have a greater spiritual gift to lovingly shepherd 
your brothers and sisters in the Body than the guy who is 
standing behind the pulpit in the suit and tie with the 
seminary degree on the wall. 

True shepherding means dying to yourself. It 
means giving up your time in order to meet with people 
who are in crisis. It means long hours in prayer for your 
dear brothers and sisters in Christ. It sometimes means 
helping them to repent, or to ask forgiveness. It means 
helping them make sense of their pain, or their loss. It 
means speaking truth to them even though they might 
hate you for it. It means standing aside and being silent 
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in order to allow them to speak and to soar and to utilize 
the spiritual gifting that God has placed within them. It 
means rejoicing when they are honored in the assembly.  

This is what it means to be a pastor in God’s 
house. It means to serve, to minister to others, to 
shepherd people, and to love them so much that you're 
willing to do what's best for them, even if it kills you. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   

16 Quote by Richard Halverson, former Chaplain of the United 
States Senate. 
 
17 From The Fullness of Christ by John H. Yoder. 
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Can Women Be Leaders In the 
Church? 
 
 

Some are convinced that there are New 
Testament scriptures which prohibit a woman to act as a 
leader within the Body. Before we take a look at those 
verses more closely I would like to remind everyone of 
the fact that women played a very important role in the 
ministry of Jesus.  

His most powerful interactions, healings and 
teachings involve women (the woman at the well, the 
woman caught in adultery, the woman with the issue of 
blood, the woman whose son had died, the woman who 
anointed his feet with her tears and dried them with her 
hair, the woman who broke the box of perfume over his 
feet, etc.) and women supported his ministry, watched 
him die, attended his grave and gave witness to his 
resurrection from the dead. 

Jesus honored women in a culture where women 
were undervalued and equal to children and unbelievers. 
Often they were treated more as property than as people. 
 
WHAT PAUL SAYS 

Now, let's see what Paul really had to say about 
this subject and, beyond that, what he meant to teach us 
about the role that women play in the Body. 
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In 1 Timothy 2:12 Paul says:  
 
"I do not permit a woman to teach or to have 
authority over a man; she must be silent." 

 
As with all difficult teachings and doctrine, we 

have to take the consensus of other scriptures on the 
subject in order to get a clear picture of what is actually 
being said and taught. 

While Paul’s statement here appears to be the 
final word on the matter, we have to remember that 
elsewhere Paul also teaches that a woman should cover 
her head when she prophesies. (1 Corinthians 11:4-5) 

What's going on here? In one verse Paul says that 
he doesn't allow a woman to speak and he doesn't allow 
a woman to teach, yet in this passage he's providing 
guidelines for how a woman should prophesy in the 
gathering of believers. 

Let me remind you that, to Paul, the gift of 
prophecy is one of the greatest "leadership" gifts in the 
entire Body (see 1 Corinthians 14: 1-5). Doesn't one who 
prophesies speak to the entire Body and provide a 
message from God for their edification and 
strengthening? 

How do we reconcile these seemingly 
contradictory ideas regarding Paul's vision of Church? 
Women are allowed to prophesy as long as their heads 
are covered, and yet they are called to keep silent. 
What's going on? 

In my opinion, there are a few things going on 
here. First, Paul says one thing to the Church in Corinth 
because he is addressing some very specific issues they 
are facing in their fellowship together. This means that 
when he writes to Timothy and he gives a different set of 
guidelines he is attempting to correct a different set of 
behaviors within a different Body of believers.  

Simply put, the church where Timothy was serving 
didn't face the same problems as the church in Corinth. 
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Therefore Paul's advice to one was not the same as what 
was given to the other. 

Also, Paul often says certain controversial things 
and he attaches a qualifier like, "I am saying this, and not 
the LORD..." as he does in 1 Corinthians 7:12, "But to the 
rest I, not the Lord, say, If any brother has a wife who 
does not believe, and she is willing to be with him, let him 
not divorce her."  

In passages like this Paul seems to be aware of 
certain opinions that he might hold that may, or may not, 
be necessarily a hard line teaching from God. 

With this in mind, I think it's interesting that in our 
original passage (1 Tim 2:11-12), Paul says, "I do not 
allow a woman to teach or to have authority over a 
man..,." and in my mind this leaves room for us to wonder 
out loud about whether or not Paul intended this teaching 
to be taken as "from the Lord" or from Paul's personal 
bag of wisdom. Some scholars have pointed out that for 
Paul to add the qualifier, “I do not allow” he was admitting 
that other Apostles in the Church at this time did allow it. 

Furthermore, other scholars have made note that 
the passage, in the Greek, actually is better translated as 
“I am not now allowing,” which suggests that Paul may 
have been speaking to a special circumstance that 
needed to be addressed. At any rate, I believe Paul 
leaves room for us to disagree with him in these matters 
of cultural preference regarding the role of women within 
the gathering. I want to stress, however, that we do not 
have that same privilege when Paul leaves off that 
qualifier, "I, not the Lord.” 
 
WOMEN AS DEACONS, ELDERS AND LEADERS 

Paul writes in Timothy and in Titus to provide 
criteria for an elder, and an overseer within the Body. In 
those passages he centers on the male gender, calling 
for them to be "Husbands of one wife", etc. 

However, the New Testament also includes great 
evidence that the early church had many women 
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deacons. Paul speaks of a deaconess named Phoebe in 
Romans 16:1 and also mentions Priscilla and Aquila in 
verse 2 calling them "my fellow workers in Christ Jesus". 
These two are also prominent in Paul's ministry, even 
traveling with him on Missionary journey's in Acts 18:18, 
and we know that the two of them hosted a church in 
their home according to 1 Corinthians 16:19. (Paul also 
mentions Euodia and Syntyche in Philipians 4, as well as 
Tabitha or Dorcas in Acts 9.) 

There also seems to be a difference between the 
roles of elders and overseers as it pertains to the 
gathering of the assembly versus the life of the Church 
outside the meeting. Women are welcome to share 
among the rest of the people who gather to share and 
worship in the 1 Corinthians 12 model. However, the 
authority required to rebuke or confront a believer caught 
in sin seems to rest on those male elders and overseers 
who were recognized as having a Fatherly position within 
the Body. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
For more in-depth discussion of this important subject, I 
whole-heartedly recommend the book, “What’s With Paul 
and Women” by Jon Zens. To order this book, please 
visit www.SearchingTogether.org. 
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Spiritual Covering or 
Accountabilty? 
 
 

Spiritual Covering is a concept built on fear and 
superstition, not on Biblical principles or values. Our 
house church believes in the Priesthood of the Believer. 
We believe that the Holy Spirit leads us into all Truth. We 
believe that the Word of God is active and powerful and 
effective to establish our Church and keep us on the path 
where Jesus walks. 

Essentially, our house church is not under any 
official "Spiritual Covering" of any sort. We do, however, 
have loads and loads of spiritual accountability, which is 
Biblical. I have mentors who I can call on (and I often do) 
for advice, guidance, and insight. These are people like 
David Ruis, Todd Hunter, Jon Zens, and a few other men 
of God who are smarter and wiser than I am. At the same 
time, I am personally accountable to every person in our 
group. They are accountable to one another and also to 
me.  

Our House Church is truly an independent 
endeavor. My wife and I left our previous church to start 
the house church without any official "covering" from any 
other church or organization.  
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To be honest, I never really felt a need to research 
the whole question of spiritual covering because God had 
called me to step out and launch our house church and 
there had been no hint that we needed to do this with the 
"blessing" or "covering" of any other leader or organized 
church. However, about a year into our journey one of 
our dear friends asked us about our spiritual covering. I 
wasn't sure how to respond. I had my own, very strong 
opinions about the subject already in place, but I decided 
to at least entertain the subject and ask some of the 
spiritual advisors in my life what their take on the subject 
might be. 

So, I shot off an email to people like author Dallas 
Willard (author of "The Divine Conspiracy"), Todd Hunter 
(former National Director of Vineyard Churches), David 
Ruis (worship leader, author, songwriter), and also a few 
of my own personal mentors. These are made up of 
former pastors, chaplains, seminary graduates, and lay 
leaders. I asked them each to share with me their 
thoughts on the subject of "Spiritual Covering." 

Quite honestly, I expected a robust series of 
heated debates on the concept. Of that list, only two of 
them had any real bias in favor of house churches. All the 
rest were either full-time pastors of traditional churches or 
at least former pastors. Their responses truly surprised 
me. 

They each agreed with my conviction that 
"Spiritual Covering" was simply not a Biblical concept as 
most people understand it.  

First let me explain the basic idea behind "spiritual 
covering" here. Whenever someone, like myself for 
example, decides to start a church (house church or 
traditional), it is usually expected that the leader will 
submit his group to a higher organizational authority in 
order to protect the leader, and the new church, from 
doctrinal errors (heresy), and to protect against moral 
failures within the leadership staff. 
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This sounds like common sense, and I have to 
admit that if we were starting a traditional church, I might 
agree that such a system might be prudent. However, the 
House Church by design is already a highly accountable 
group of like-minded people. In the House Church model, 
it's hard to be anonymous for very long. There is a high 
level of accountability in our small group. Plus, I do not 
lecture as the resident Biblical expert in our house 
church. Everyone, no matter how young or how old, is 
free to share scripture and discuss the Bible at length. 
Because of this, it's much more difficult for heretical ideas 
to flourish very long. In fact, at times my own children 
have corrected me and pointed out my errors in dividing 
the Scriptures. This teaches me to be humble and it 
allows everyone else to test what is being said against 
the Word of God. 

In contrast, the traditional church makes it much 
easier for people to remain anonymous and to wear 
masks that suggest "everything is alright.” A recent coffee 
meeting with a good friend of mine, who pastors a very 
large denominational church locally, confirmed this idea. 
He admitted that he usually hears about "secret sin" in 
His Body when the marriage is already over, or the 
surprise pregnancy has already taken place, etc. In our 
House Church, we encounter things on the front end, not 
the last gasp. 

Each person who responded to my question about 
"Spiritual Covering" agreed that there was no Biblical 
foundation for such a teaching, although many churches 
use this as a way to control their leaders and manage 
their "flock" by fear. 

Simply put, "Any church without spiritual covering 
is not, because of this fact, in error. However, if any 
church (with or without spiritual covering), believes or 
teaches or allows heretical ideas or doctrines or immoral 
activities to flourish, then that church is in error." 

I think one of the main things that came out of this 
larger discussion was the idea that spiritual accountability 
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is Biblical, but spiritual covering is artificial, fear-based, 
man-made, and still not very effective in preventing 
doctrinal heresy or avoiding moral failures in the clergy.  

Most of us who have been around for while in the 
Christian Church can testify that our best systems of 
accountability do not prevent adultery, heresy, 
embezzlement, etc. We've probably all seen good, godly 
men and women fall hard. Sometimes the ones who fall 
are the very last people we would ever expect to fail in 
such a way. Nevertheless, they do, and often. 

As a former pastor, I have personally witnessed 
such failures over the last twenty years first-hand and it's 
never a pretty sight. Why do these things happen? Is it 
largely because we have elevated these leaders to an 
un-Biblical level? I would say, yes. 

Spiritual covering is not the same as 
accountability. When I spoke to Todd Hunter about this 
he had a great quote that I thought really expressed how 
arbitrary this idea of covering is. He said that if Rick 
Warren or Chuck Smith (or some other Christian with a 
celebrity status or a successful ministry, book, or radio 
show) were to announce today that they were leaving to 
start a brand-new house church, no one would dare ask 
them, "Who is your spiritual covering?" But if you or I (or 
some other "regular guy") were to hear God's call to start 
simple house church, then suddenly the question of 
"Spiritual Covering" arises. Suddenly it's just too 
dangerous to do this without another, higher spiritual 
authority looking out for things. 

The truth is, when Chuck Smith left the 
Foursquare denomination to start Calvary Chapel, he had 
no spiritual covering. When John Wimber left Calvary 
Chapel to launch the Vineyard Movement, he also had no 
spiritual covering. Does this mean that, to this very day, 
these large, international church-planting movements are 
without a spiritual covering? Yes, it does. Is that a 
problem? Not if you attend Calvary Chapel or a Vineyard 
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church, and not if you reject the idea of "Covering" 
anyway. 

For that matter, when Martin Luther left the 
Catholic Church of his day and started a Protestant 
Reformation, he also had no "Spiritual Covering" either. 
So, I suppose there is no need to go much further than 
this.  

For me, it boils down to whether or not you are 
convinced that there is such a thing as "The Priesthood 
of The Believer" and how you define it. Scripturally, I 
believe, that every follower of Jesus is qualified to use 
their God-given spiritual gifts without the approval of a 
denominational leader or an organization. Basically, there 
is no need for a spiritual "go-between." We might need 
accountability, or discipling, or encouragement, or 
sometimes even rebuke from one another, but it is not 
necessary that we have a man, or an organization, to 
stand between us and God.  

A few years ago, some friends of mine wanted to 
start a Bible Study in their apartment. Because the lead 
pastor of the Church they were attending couldn't be 
there to oversee the study, they were not allowed to have 
their Bible Study. That is a prime example of the 
complete denial of the Priesthood of the Believer 
because "regular Christians" were not allowed to read the 
Bible on their own and understand it without the direct 
oversight of an official Church representative. 

We might as well trade in our modern English 
Bibles for Latin ones and apologize for the Reformation if 
that is how we feel about things. 

I realize that there are good people, sincere 
followers of Jesus who would disagree with me on this 
issue. I am not trying to argue or sling mud at anyone. 
However, it is my very strong opinion (and also, 
surprisingly, that of those distinguished gentlemen I 
surveyed earlier – smarter men than I, let us admit), that 
all that is needed for a Church to operate properly is to 
submit to one another, and to Christ, and to let the Word 
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of God (the Bible) be your guide. The Holy Spirit 
promised (and I really do believe Him) to lead us into all 
Truth. We do not need an expert or a professional to tell 
us we are "safe" or "official.”  

We are The Body of Christ. We are The Church. 
The Bible is our Statement of Faith. We are accountable 
to one another and to The Holy Spirit of God. Jesus if our 
Head and He will build His Church just as He pleases (1 
Cor 12). 

"A good man will remain faithful, even with a poor 
structure of accountability, and a degenerate man will 
frustrate and resist even the most iron-clad system of 
accountability," my friend Todd Hunter said to me. I must 
agree. 

I am happy to report that our House Church has 
accountability by the truck-load. I am accountable to 
every single person in our house church family. I am 
accountable to several other godly men with whom I am 
in constant relationship. I am also accountable to my wife 
and to my two sons.  

Even so, I have seen enough pastors fall into sin 
and self-deception and pride to know that no one is 
immune from moral or doctrinal failure. Accountability is 
essential. We must submit ourselves to God, and to our 
brothers and sisters in Christ, or we will never avoid the 
sin which so easily entangles. 
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A Profound Mystery  
 

 
When you consider that the Bible as we know it 

today was written over a period of thousands of years, by 
a wide variety of authors, and assembled as a single 
document nearly two thousand years ago, it's fairly 
miraculous that the first three chapters of the Bible 
correspond so symmetrically with the last three chapters 
of the Bible. 

In the first three chapters of the Bible, in the book 
of Genesis, we see a series of events that are mirrored in 
the last three chapters of Revelation.  

First, we see the creation of heaven and earth. At 
the end of Revelation we see a new creation.  

In the first three chapters we see Satan ensnaring 
mankind and in the last three we see Satan cast down 
and doomed forever.  

In the first three chapters we see a garden, and in 
the last three chapters we see a garden city. Both 
gardens include the tree of life.  

In the first three chapters we have a curse given to 
man for his sins, and in the last three chapters the curse 
is forever removed.  

In the first three chapters God visits the garden in 
the cool of the day, and in the last three chapters God is 
at home with man forever.  
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In the first three chapters man and woman are 

cast out, but in the last three chapters they are welcomed 
in.  

In the first three chapters a bride is created from 
out of Adam’s side, and in the last three chapters a Bride 
is ushered in for the Son of God and a wedding feast is 
celebrated.  

In the first three chapters we have the beginning of 
Time, and in the last three we have the beginning of 
Eternity. 
 
DEEPER THINGS 

The Scriptures reveal the Church to be the Bride 
of the Lamb. It is one of the most common metaphors 
used by God to describe His people throughout the Bible. 
However, if we begin to trace these threads between 
Genesis and Revelation we will notice even more about 
what Paul the Apostle refers to as "a profound mystery." 

In Ephesians, Paul uses the metaphor of marriage 
to teach us something astounding about Jesus and about 
our identity as the Bride of Christ. I've edited the text to 
highlight the main thoughts: 

 
"...just as Christ loved the church and gave himself 
up for her to make her holy, cleansing her by the 
washing with water through the word, and to 
present her to himself as a radiant church, without 
stain or wrinkle or any other blemish, but holy and 
blameless." (Eph 5:25-27) 
 
"'For this reason a man will leave his father and 
mother and be united to his wife, and the two will 
become one flesh.' This is a profound mystery — 
but I am talking about Christ and the church." (Eph 
5:31-32) 
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Because this passage is so often used to counsel 
men and women in regards to the marriage relationship, I 
have removed those references so that we can see what 
Paul says he is actually talking about: "Christ and the 
church.” 

First, Paul tells us how Christ has given himself up 
for us (the Bride) and how he cleanses and washes us 
through the word of God so that we might be ready for 
our wedding day. Paul also quotes from Genesis chapter 
2 in this passage and this reminds us of how God put 
Adam to sleep and made a woman for him because "God 
saw that it was not good for man to be alone.”  

Notice it was God's idea, not Adam's, for man to 
have a wife. Somehow this reference points to God's plan 
for the Church. As Paul reminds us, "For this reason" the 
man is to "leave his father and mother and be united with 
his wife and the two will become one flesh.” This is where 
Paul pauses and remarks that "this is a profound 
mystery.” Why? Because he is not talking about Adam 
and Eve now. He's not talking about Christian marriage 
between a man and a woman. No, he is talking about 
Jesus and the Church "becoming one flesh". 
 
THE MYSTERY OF THE BRIDE 

We know from God’s word that we (the Church) 
are the Bride of Christ (Eph 5:22-33). But in Revelation 
we learn that the Bride is also a City: 

 
“One of the seven angels who had the seven 
bowls full of the seven last plagues came and said 
to me, ‘Come, I will show you the bride, the wife of 
the Lamb.’ And he carried me away in the Spirit to 
a mountain great and high, and showed me the 
Holy City, Jerusalem, coming down out of heaven 
from God.” (Rev 21:9-10) 
We are the Bride, and the Bride is a City. 

 
THE MYSTERY OF THE TEMPLE 
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We also know that we are the Temple of God (Eph 
2:21), but in Revelation we discover that it is Christ who 
is the Temple in us: 

 
"The great street of the city was of pure gold, like 
transparent glass. I did not see a temple in the 
city, because the Lord God Almighty and the Lamb 
are its temple." (Rev 21:21-22) 
 
So, we are the Temple where God dwells within, 

but we are also the Bride which is a city and in that city is 
a Temple which is the Lord Himself. 
 
ONE IN CHRIST JESUS 

Want to see how this is played out in the rest of 
the Scriptures? In the Gospel of John, beyond the prayer 
of Jesus to the Father that we (the Bride) would be one 
even as Jesus and the Father are one, Christ also prays: 

 
"Father, just as you are in me and I am in you. 
May they also be in us so that the world may 
believe that you have sent me. I have given them 
the glory that you gave me, that they may be one 
as we are one: I in them and you in me. May they 
be brought to complete unity to let the world know 
that you sent me and have loved them even as 
you have loved me." (John 17:21-23) 
 
In Ephesians 2:21 we are told that we are the 

Temple of God, as we have already seen, but look at 
what this passage actually communicates. Try to guess 
where God ends and we begin here: 

 
"In him the whole building is joined together and 
rises to become a holy temple in the Lord. And in 
him you too are being built together to become a 
dwelling in which God lives by his Spirit." (Eph 
2:21-22) 
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Here we see that we (the Church, the Bride, the 

Body and the Temple) are being built to become a 
dwelling in which God lives, and yet the Temple is being 
built "in him.” So, we are being built in Christ to become a 
Temple where God will dwell by His Spirit. Who is on the 
inside? Who is dwelling where? We are in Christ, and we 
contain God's Spirit all at the same time. 
 
THE MYSTERY OF THE BODY 

In 1 Corinthians 12, and in Ephesians 4:15, Paul 
gives us another wonderful illustration of how the Body is 
to function. He refers to the Church as the Body of Christ 
and explains that we are dependent upon one another for 
life, and yet that Christ is our Head and without Him we 
can do nothing (see also John 15:5). Here we have a 
wonderful picture of the unity which Jesus prayed we 
would have (John 17:21-23) and a fulfillment of the 
picture that we are "one flesh" (Genesis 2:24, Eph 2:21), 
with Christ since we are His Body and He is our head. 

As I look at who we are in Christ, (His Body, 
Temple and Bride), and as I see God's sovereign plan 
from the beginning (to find a Bride for His Son, and a 
Temple for His presence), and as I hear the prayer of 
Jesus that we be in Him and that we be one even as He 
and the Father are one, I cannot help but feel an urgency 
to tear down our man-made divisions and embrace our 
identity as members of one Body, with one Head. 
 
THE GLORIOUS MYSTERY OF GOD 

This mystery is quite profound. One worthy of our 
awe. It is not my goal to explain or understand this 
mystery. One dear brother I shared this with recently said 
to me, "Let it continue to be a mystery in your heart" and 
that is my intention. This is a profound mystery and what 
we must contemplate is not how to make sense of it, but 
instead how to live out our part of it.  
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How can we be one in Christ? How can we make 
Christ the head of our Church? How can we be the 
Temple of the Living God? How can we make ourselves 
ready for that glorious wedding day to come? 
 
THE END IS THE BEGINNING 

The last thing I see as I look at the symmetry 
between Genesis and Revelation is that all of History 
ends with a wedding. All that we have known, and all that 
we now experience is only the courtship. This is just the 
engagement phase of our life with Christ. One day we will 
become the Bride of Christ and be one with Him. Yet, a 
wedding is not the end of life, it is only the beginning.  

God's Word ends with a beginning. This is a very 
profound mystery, indeed. 
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We Are the Church 

 
A good friend of mine once blurted out, "I hate 

church." It took me by surprise at first, but I can totally 
understand what my friend meant by that statement. He 
means that he hates the way people operate in the 
church, and that he's frustrated by the mentality of some 
people who are confused about what church is meant to 
be on this earth. 

Honestly, whenever I see pastors manipulating 
their flocks, or when I see Christians spending the bulk of 
the offering on themselves, or when I see people twist 
the ideas of service, worship and faith, I also feel anger. I 
confess that there have been times when I have also 
been tempted to say, "I hate church." 

But, I've been very encouraged to consider the 
words of A. W. Tozer on this subject when he reminds us 
that we are not speaking of some anonymous 
organization "out there" whenever we speak of "the 
Church.” Instead, we are speaking about a living 
organism we are inextricably connected to for eternity. 
We are the Church. So, while we may hate certain 
aspects of how our brothers and sisters operate, or how 
people act within the Body, we are still speaking of 
something that we are part of.  
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We are the Church. The only Church the world will 
ever know. The only Church there will ever be. 

So, now, let’s go and be the church we dream of. 
If we want the Church to be more loving we must become 
more loving. If we want the Church to be more 
understanding and patient, we must become more 
understanding and patient. 

As we’ve already seen from 1 Peter chapter 2, as 
we come to Jesus we are built up to become the people, 
and the Church, He is building. 

Notice, God is the one doing the building. He is 
accomplishing all of this as He builds us up into the 
people He wants us to be – A holy priesthood which 
embodies the Spirit of God as a living temple. 

I know it can seem very simplistic to consider this, 
but all we have to do is to come to Jesus and allow Him 
(by the power of His Holy Spirit) to build us up into the 
people He has called and designed and intended for us 
to be. 

In our churches today we have relied too heavily 
on ourselves, our own leaders, and our own ideas of 
doing church. I believe that every Christian, whether 
denominational or independent, charismatic or 
conservative, must ask themselves this question: “Are we 
truly relying on God for our health and existence or are 
we relying on other people or things?” 

As my friend Alan Knox points out, “If removing 
leadership or programs or buildings or finances or 
anything else would cause believers to stop meeting 
together, stop disciplining one another, stop growing 
spiritually, then that group of believers is not depending 
on God. 

For those of us who are leaders, this is an 
especially important question. If the church would stop 
functioning or growing if we disappeared, then there’s a 
big problem. We are…building something that depends 
on us, not on the Holy Spirit.  
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We may birth something on our own, and we may 
keep something running on our own. But, only the Spirit 
can birth and grow a church.”18 
 
Church = God + the People of God 

We've gotten into the bad habit of thinking that 
Church equals a paid professional clergyman, and a 
building that must be paid for and maintained, and a 
strategy to attract people to fill the seats, etc. But none of 
that is in the New Testament. It's not how Jesus modeled 
Church for us. It's not how the Disciples and the Apostles 
went about planting and growing Churches for nearly 400 
years. 

We have to stop trying to build the Church and 
start being the Church. 

Let Him build His Church. Be the Church and the 
people He has called you to be. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

18 From the blog article published June 23, 2009 at  
alanknox.net/2009/06/the-birth-and-growth-of-a-church/ 
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In Process 
 
 
 One thing that I’ve learned over the last few years 
is that all of us are in process. Opinions I held a few 
years ago have been replaced by new convictions, and 
things I would never have dreamed of before are now 
more real to me than I could have ever imagined. 
Because of this I am learning how to have grace for 
others who may not agree with me about certain things. I 
often ask for them to extend grace to me as well. 
 Following Jesus has been an adventure for me. 
This roller coaster ride is really only beginning, I know. 
So, there’s really no easy way to end this book. Every 
week I learn something new and I discover something 
amazing that I have to share with our house church 
family or with those who follow my blog. 
 I hope this book has been a blessing to you, and I 
hope that at least some of what I have shared about 
God’s desire for a Church that embodies His Spirit and 
lives out His love for others has been encouraging to you. 
 If you have any questions or insights regarding 
what you’ve read here, I would love to hear from you.
 May God continue to challenge you as you seek 
His face and may you always have the courage to walk 
with Him wherever He calls you to go. 
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